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ALIX, Four-Year-Old Record 2.10, by Patronage 4143, Dam Atlanta, by Attorney 1005.
Mr- Cole has a yearling by Dawn R. that
for her this fall. She is now in foal to Granite State Park to witness a race be
BAR HARBOR HORSE NOTES.
Hon. H. H. McIntyre, Executive Connow weighs nine hundred and twenty ,ifoi8sioner of Vermont for the Columbia*
tween horses owned here, owners to drive.
Leicester 2.17%.
Horsemen here are getting their horsesM pounds. Horsemen think well of Dawn R
November 14, 1892.—The year 1892 is8
.Exposition, was present and made some re
Mr. H. H. Williams of our town has a The judges were Frank Hanson and Will into winter quarters.
and his stock; he is a very sure foal getter. marks in relation to the proposed state ex
fast drawing to a close, and while New7 very speedy yearling Gillig colt that can Hartford with B. D. Sullivan, as starter’
Mr. Nathan Ash has bought two fajms in3
Mr. Herman Rodick’s mare “Queen*’ is
England holds the champion records in3 chow quarters in 38 seconds cn a poor The horses were sent away after scoring
He was followed
the town of Hancoc c twenty mil^s from3 now in foal. This mare, when owned by hibit of Morgan horses.
Nancy Hanks, Martha Wilkes and Kremlin,’ track. He promises to be one of the bright four times. After the first half had been
by Messrs. Joseph Battell and C. M. Wins*
here, and has sent sixty horses there to3 Mr. Charles Pineo, was bred to a number ;
yet there is time for California to capture' lights of 1893; he is good size and good trotted it was seen at once that Pea
low, the last of whom introduced a reso
winter.
of different horses for three seasons, but lution
,
the honors yet before the close of the year style and fine form.
cock had the speed of the party and
praying the legislature to increase
J. H. Prescott & Co. are wintering aboutt did not get in foal unt|I bred to Dawn. /
(the appropriation in aid of agricultural
if they have the material to do it. Many
he won easily in 2.50.
At Burlington we have E. F. Brownell’s
twenty-five horses.
Mr. Al Morrell has a very large, hand- ,
Dick second. The next heat the fight
Ver nont horses have made notable records,
to be exhibited at the World’®
' noted sire Alcander, who has proved him
Stafford Brothers are wintering, about some and well gaited colt by BenV. products
■Fair- The resolution was unanimously
which our state can feel justly proud of.
was for second place. Peacock came out
self a sire of bpeed as well as being a great
fifty i orses in Holden.
This mare tj only a.yjar old and was not tadopted, and a committee appointed to go
Commencing with the yearlings, Brandon
fine as silk and easily kept the lead. In
Mr. A. Stafford is wintering abouttwenty7 broken untiLthis fall, but is quite a trotter t
claims thf^champion, for it was here where race horse himself, and he has gone into th:8 heat Lady Knox who gpt 4th place in
to Montpelier in the interest of the meas
winter quarters with a very low record,that
«
horses at his stable here, and among his3 now.
,ure.
the champion New England yearling Tom
the first heat, came in second. She is a
his owner can justly be proud of, while his
horses
is
the
well
known
running
horse
3
Mr. Morrell has a very handsome year
Gillig—race record 2 37%—was bred,
black mare sired by Norway Knox 2.29%,
Col. Gee. W. Hooker was re-elected
get have placed records to their credit that
Yorktown.
ling colt by Rockefeller. This colt is an president; II. T. Cutts, vice president; C.
raised and developed—an intensely in-bred
and is owned by T. H. Morrison, the man
are a credit t;> their sire and an honor to
Mr.
William
M.
Roberts
has
at
home
his
} Electioneer all over and is as handsome a '
Morgan. Tom Gillig was bred by Mr. B.
who talks horse more than any three men
A. Chapmaa, treasurer, and Dudley Cour state, are selling at prices that pays the
stallion Dawn R., by Alcantara, out - off colt as we ever saw.
j
J. Williams of Brandon, who gave him his
in
the
city.
She
was
handicapped
by
being
Brown, secretary. F. H. Farrington, who
Dainty 2.26%, by Dictator; 2nd dam Vjjc/
breeder well.
’
Mr. J. E. Clark has a very promising fhas held the office of secretary for five
early training, and at the Breeders’ Meet
hitched to a road cart and in foal. The
dam
of
Mattie
Graham
2.21%
by
Mambri-1
On
the
other
Bide
of
us
at
Hydevllle
we
three-year-old by Hambletonian Chief.
ing at Rutland in August, sold him for a
winner is a rakish looking 16 hand bay
*
’< Mr. George Higgins has his three-year- years, was obliged by the pressure of
good paying price $800 after he bad won have another very successful sire in Victor gelding and a^ts like a trotter. He is no Chief.
business to decline a re-election although
Why is not Dawn R as well bred as anyfr old mare Iva
at home this winter.
the yearling race at that meeting, illus Wilkes, owned by W. J. House. The get of owned by George Thompfon,a slick shaver
very liberal inducements were tendered
Victor Wilkes have been very successful employed at Printy’s Tonsorial Parlors. horse in Maine, he is five years old, stands*
Mr. Milton Rodick’s browiwmare is a^ain jhim. We congratulate the association and
trating the fact which I have so ofien seen
bread winners the past t*o years and much Mr. George Seaver was present with his 15-1 hands high, weighs 1,000 pounds,never*
in foal to Dawn R. This mare U,Viry fast |breeders of Vermont in the selection of
in your paper, that it pays to breed the
credit is due Mr. House for the effort be little donkey and it is whispered that he has been handled for speed, but atfEllsMr. Thorpas Moran’s standard bred mare' ttheir new secretary, and bespeak for the
best. Tom Gillig was sired by Vermont’s
has made to place so many of the get of was engaged by Thompson to act as Mascot worth, at the county fair, beg fat, trotUlTal
1 foaled a very handsome filly4 1» st spring by (organization the continued success which
noted Morgan sire “Gillig.” race record
Victor Wilkes in the list this season. While for the occasion. The summary of the race half in 1.16%, and was not asked to trot to
\ Dawn R., and is again in foaOto the same jjt so justly merits. The officers, as now
2 23% at four years of age, and the sire of
not a Vermont bred horse yet crossed to our is as follows:
his limit at that. No one, who knows the£ hor8e_______________ . T 4
(composed, are as follows :
8ue Gillig, three-year-old rate record
Morgan mares,he is proving himself a great
horse, doubts his ability to trot in 2.2Q|
2.25%, and Aristo Gillig who won the
Peacock b g (Thompson)
1 1
President, Geo. W. Hooker, Brattle
sire. We have o hers you will hear from Lady Knox blk m (Morrison)
4 2 with one season’s handling.
three-year-old class at Brockton, Ma38.,
VERMONT HORSE BREEDERS.
kboro; vice presidents, H. T. Cutts, Orwell;
2 5
later on I ut space will not allow of more Dick b g (Bennet)
One of Dawn R.’s colts, Island Maid,
last month, also the sire of Rup rt Gill'g,
----------Ki.ty, br m (Sterling)
5 3
Geo. W. Hindes, Morrisville; secretaay,
this time.
StiirMgnt b g (Nswhall)
3 6 this year as a yearling, has trotted halvesnn Annual Meeting off the, Vermont Horse I
who, as a close second, drove Midnight
Breeders,’ Association at Brandon,
1D. C. Brown, Brandon; treasurer, C. A.
The stoves and easy chairs are ready for H. B. blk g (Legg)
6 4 from 130 to 1.35, a dozen times; was*b
Chimes out in 2 24 in the threeTime, 2.50, 2.12.
Chapman, Ferrishburgh; executive com
the old timers, and the two minute trotter
second
in
the
yearling
race
at
Bangor
and
year-old class at Providence, R. I., in Sep
Captain John, the picer owned by but for an accident in teing brought fromt The annual meeting of the Vermont jmittee, W- Seward Web, Shelburne; Wm.
will soon be with us at least until the ice is
tember, a good showing for a Vermont
Bailey, East Hardwick; W. W. Morse,
Messrs.
Pierce & Sullivan of this city, has her stall for the first heat she sprained onp Horse Breeders’ association was held at
ready, then of course they will be a little
Morgan bred sire only seven years of age.
proved hims If a race horse this season. fore ankle and was dead lame, she wouu?• Hotel Brandon on Wednesday, and was at’ FShoreham; C K. Bates, Derby; F. C.
off.
The dam of Tom Gillig was by Ben Frank
The Vermont Horse Breeders association He started green this year. He has started have made it more interesting for the winf, tended by some forty prominent breeders \Williams, Coventry; M. H. Deming,
lin, sire of 21 in 2.30 and better, another
of horses from various parts of the state, dArlington; Harry Lowe, Montpelier; J. W.
held their annuil meeting at Brandon, Nov. in five races, winning three of them and a ner.
Vermont bred horse, grand dam by DeJ <all < f whom spoke in terms of highest CCramton, Rutland; F. H. Farrington,
9, for the election of officers for 1893, and heat in each of the oiher two. Quite a
Long’s Ethan Allen, son of Ethan Allen
Rain Bow, another yearling by Dawn R? praise of the town, especially of the hotel. Brandon
; Geo. W. Smith, White River
E
re-elected the old board with the exception good five-year-old that wine a heat in every
48. Mr. B. J. Williams, the breeder of
is very fast, can trot a full mile in 3.15^' The genial George W. Hooker, president; J
race
he
starts.
He
was
handled
very
suc

Junction; H. R. Lawrence, Brattleboro;
of secretary, Mr. I) C. Brown succeeding
Tom Gillig, is one of our most prosperous
not so very fast perhaps but faster tb$n|L' of. the association, eaid he should break up P.
P J. Clement, Ru land; Joseph Battell,
F. H. Farrington to that office. Their next cessfully by N. J. Stone of Manchester.
breeders and he aims to breed only the best
great many well bred, high priced one& housekeeping at once and take board for ‘Middlebury; M. S. Colburn; Manchester
He
goes
into
winter
quarters
with
a
record
meeting will be held at Rutland in January.
can trot.
and the demand for his colts proves my
himself and family with Landlord Coxe.
C
Center;
H. W. Keyes, Newbury; E. F.
of 2 21%.
Milo.
assertion. Unassuming and without pre
Mr. Roberts has a six months old caltj by
Burlington; J. C. Parker, Que
The meeting was called to order prompt- Brownell,
B
Mr.
George
Bradbury
has
a
two-year-old
tensions, he springs a surprise on the pub
Dawn R. out of a well bred trotting m^re
DOVER, N. H.
ly
at
T1
o
’
clock
by
President
Hoo|er.
(
b
bec.
pacer sired by Beauvoir that is a very slick that
,
can trot as fast as most colts ofjiis
lic every year, and the result is he has a
The executive committee will meet at
Dover, N. H., November 21—The article. He is receiving his first lessons age can run, and rend rock would ifiot Minutes of lasfr meeting read ’by secretary
good bank account at the end of the season
and approved/’ The repefrfs of the various' tl
the Barnwell House, in Rutland, the last
(drive him off his feet.
with few colts to winter. Since he sold long looked for and much talked about Lom the well known Joe Gilman.
officers submitted, accepted and adopted/ 1Thursday in January, when the details for
H. H. Burley.
Tom GilHg in August, to Mr. Graves, he event has come and gone. The face between
Mr. Charles Conners has alwo year old
the next annual summer exhibition will be
-- ---------------------- Iby Dawn R., and the only one by him of The treasurer’s report showed'a balance on ti
has sold three to Mr. Walton of New York, local horses is no longer a myth but a
hand, after deducting all claims against the ai
arranged.
reality.
On
Monday,
October
31about
T
he
youngsters
at
Maple
Grove
Farm,
|
for $1100, two of the three being Gillig’s.
that age, that is fast. I know that Mr.
association, of abput $1,500, and we un
i
Mr. Williams still owns the dam of Tom 200 horse fancier^from Gre: t Falls, Ber Auburn, are taking their work regularly Conners
refused $500 for this colt this last derstand this to be the profit of the last
The signature A. Johnson is on every gen
wick,
Dover
and
Portsmouth
assembled
at
now on the miniature track.
(summer.
Gillig and has refused an offer of $1,000
(meeting alone,
1 r’ •
•
ui
uine bottle label of Johnson’s Liniment.
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John Hudson’s Stock Farm.

He had 300 acres of roots on his 1,200
acre farm. His mangolds averaged from
80 to 35 tons to the acre and his Swedes
from 25 to 30, making 900 tons of roots
on one farm in one year. In 1855 his
farm maintained 10 dairy cows, 36 cart
horses, 400 breeding ewes, 250 Short
horns and 3,000 Down sheep that were
being fattened. His wheat was averag
ing 48 bushels to the acre and his barley
66 bushels. Be assured John Hudson
grew but few weeds.
At every stage of his farming his farm
became more like a manufactory, pro
ducing on a limited surface enormous
quantities of food for man and beast,
r ftirning Peruvian guano into corn, bones
from the pampas into roots; Russian
oilcake, Egyptian beans and Syrian lo
cust pods into beef and mutton.—A. X
Hyatt in Breeder’s Gazette.
Tho Curly Coated Gaiioway.

Here is a picture of a beautiful young
American Galloway cow, one of the
finest born and bred. She is a product
of Indiana skill in live stock breeding.
Her portrait is reproduced from The
Breeder’s Gazette. These handsome
polled black Galloways have hides that
are valuable as robes, on account of the
long, thick, glossy, curly hair. The
skins are often tanned with the hair on
and used in place of buffalo robes, es
pecially in the northwest, where’ on * ac
count of the cold winters the hair is ex
ceptionally thick and fine.

EXPOSITION ECHOES.

BOP NG WATER OR MIL/,

The queen of Italy is organizing a su
perb show of native Italian lace for the
World’s fair.
The fine arts building at the World’s
GRATEFUL-COMFORTiNG.
fair will have a mosaic floor, the contract
for which has been let at $16,989.
^^ABELLED 1-2 LB. TINS ONLY.
A Boston man wants to exhibit a sky
cycle at the World’s fair. A skycycle
comes under the head of flying machines.
A “model of the figure of Lot’s wife in
salt” will appear in the Kansas World’s
fair exhibit to represent or illustrate the
salt industry of the state.
The German exhibit at the World’s fair
will contain an architectural display in
20 & 22 BEACH ST., BOSTON, FOR
cluding drawings illustrating 200 or more
of the most notable buildings in the em
pire.
An Indiana stone quarry company is
having a life size figure of an elephant
CELEBRATED DISTILLATION OF
chiseled out of a solid block of stone. It
will be eleven feet high and weigh thirty
tons. It will be exhibited at the World’s
fair.
The California capitol will be represented
We handle the only original bottling.
in miniature at the World’s fair by an ex
F. G. T. burnt in cork. We deliver
hibition of pickles. The women of Fresno
from Boston store, or ship direct from
county will distribute 2,500 pounds of
Cincinnati, in cases or in bulk.
raisins in souvenir boxes. A playing foun
tain of wine will form a feature of the viticultural display.
Wisconsin, through its World’s fair
Cuticura Resolvent
board, has asked that May 29, 1893, be
The new Blood and Skin Purifier, internally, and designated Wisconsin Day at the ex
Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, the exquisite Skin Beautifler, externally, in- position. That date is the forty-fifth an
stantiy relieve and epeedily cure every disease and niversary of the admission of the state into
humor of the skin, scalp, and blood, with loss of the Union, and it desires to celebrate it in
hair, from infancy to age, from pimples to scrofula.
an appropriate manner at the fair.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 50c.; Soap,
25c.; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64 pages,
50 illustrations, 100 testimonials, mailed free.

Mr. F. STORY, Augusta, Me.

Please Listen to an Old Soldier,

FORTY YEARS A SUFFERED
AND

NOW CURED.

BREEDERS,

Clover for Poultry.

A Jersey Bull Calf in Tennessee.

Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cent8
in stamps. Rumford Chemical Work*
Providence, R. I.

Pop Corn!

AMERICAN GALLOWAY COW.

He is a nuisance on legs. He can
drink more milk than two heifers and is
about as salable a secondhand coffin.
He grows a little too large to fry and
yet not large enough to broil, and he is
ready for a battle with anything that
goes in hair, feathers or breeches or any
thing else the day he first discovers he
can pitch his voice double-A-bass-oc
tavo-sepulchral! There is not a lot in
the country that will hold him, and not
a hallowed spot, from the sequestered
cemetery to the shaded bower of “love’s
young dream,” that is too sacred for his
desecrating hoof.—Columbia Herald.

Promotes digestion with
out Injury and thereby re*
lieves diseases caused by
Indigestion of the food. The
best remedy for headache
proceeding from a disorder
ed stomach.

FRANK G. TULLIDGE & CO.’S

These hardy cattle are usually consid
ered valuable only from the beef point
of view; but a writer in The Breeder’s
Gazette contradicts this opinion. He
has been a breeder of Galloways for ten
years and he gives this as his experience:
All the best Galloways are extra beef
cattle, and many of them are extra good
milkers, both in quantity and quality.
He has a cow, one of whose bull calves
weighed 2,200 pounds at 4 years old in
Ordinary condition. While suckling that
calf this fine cow gave two “patent pail
fuls” of milk rich in butter fat for the
first month of the calf’s existence. She
fattens easily, and in a month after dry
ing off will weigh 1,400 on grass pasture.
If here is not the general purpose cow,
(this writer, JMr. William Kough, would
like to know where she is. He remarks:

We know that clover is of great value
to the agriculturist for fertilizing pur
poses, inasmuch^ as the grj/winf plant
stores up in the soil quantities of nitro
gen independent of that which is appro
priated for the development of its own
organism. We also know that clovei
forms one of the best foods for milk
cows and dairy cattle, but it is only with
in a comparatively recent period that its
excellence for all domestic fowls has
been especially commented upon. Clo
ver forms a valuable green food for sum
mer feeding, but I wish now to call prin
cipal attention to its value for winter
feeding when properly preserved. It is
found in such abundance on most farms
that a quantity can be laid aside for
for winter's use without incurring the
least expense. To secure the best re
sults it is essential to cut it when in its
most nourishing state, which is while in
full bloom. If preserved whifb yet im
mature, or allowed to stand until it has
gone to seed, much of its feeding value is
lost. There are two ways in which it
can be kept in good condition for winter
use. We can make use of some sort of
a silo or we can cure the clover into hay.
A good temporary silo can be made out
of a tight flour barrel, lined with paper
or other material to exclude the air as
nearly as possible. ■ The clover had bet
ter be cut two or three inches in length,
as it can be laid in much more solidly in
this shape than if packed whole. The
barrel should be filled to its utmost ca
pacity, and be pressed until it will re
ceive no mom Then put on hay and a
board cover over the whole. Some heavy
weight will also be serviceable to com
press the mass. A few barrels put up
in this way will furnish an amazing lot
of fodder that will be highly relished by
the fowls next winder.—Country Gentle
man.

HORSFORD'S Acid Phosphate.

Send lo Gbo. DoM & Bro.

S i fiflPLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped, and
i I tfI ojly skin cured by Cuticura Soap.

• I say to Galloway men, hold up your heads,
select your herds and breed for beef and milk,
and I believe you will have the best general
purpose cow in the world and your steers will
net you twenty dollars a head more than
others. My experience with the good Gallo
way leads me to believe that constitution and
early maturity, with stockiness and quality,
are jnore permanently given by the Galloway
hv «nv nt.lw nrnss

Indigestion.

OWNERS
AND
—,---------- -,.w-----ADMIRERS
-------------- OF---------------

GOOD HORSES
EVERYWHERE READ THE

TURF,
FARM

If I am allowed to judge others t
myself, I say that everybody can L
cured, if you only use the proper remed
I have, during my many years* sufferiiq.
tried a great many different kinds <
medicine, and have also employed goo:
Physicians. Would get relief for a shoi
time, but could not seem to get perms
nently cured until I used Groder’s Botani
Dyspepsia Syrup, then at once I notice
a change. In the first place, it regulate
my constipation trouble, and in a shor
time my stomach began to perform it
work. My food digested, my headache
disappeared, and all the rest of mj
troubles, such as Sour Stomach, Heart
burn, Palpitation of • the Heart, Ner
vousness, Bloating Spells, Kidney Com
plaint, sharp Pleurisy Pains all through
my body. I am now, as you can see, in
good flesh, and healthy, thanks to Groder’s
Syrup.
Yours respectfully,
F. Story, Augusta, Me.

Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia

Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

-------- AND----------

HOME

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

THE ONL Y PAJ'Lli

AcknowleOged an Aullmrily in
Maine in mate Pertain
ing lo the Horse.
The TURF, FARM AND
HOME has been consoli
dated with the Maine Horse
Breeders9 Monthly, and all
former subscribers to the
Monthly will be furnished
the Turf, Farm and Home
to the eocpiraion of their
sub scriptions.

Subscription Price, $1.50 per Year.
.7, JU. THOMPSON,
Editor,

Auburn,

Maine

'Worcester
Salt

WANTED—To sell our i.ew port
This statement is easily
folio of American Photographs illustrat
AGENTS
ing the progress of Our Country from Colum

bus to and including the Gi.iat Exposition at
Chicago—Prominent Cities, Industries, Natu
ral and Artificial Scenery, Architecture, Agri
culture, Mining and Commercial Enterprises.
Over 600 quarto pages and 30 full-page photo
graphs; unequalled by anything published;
exclusive territory guaranteed. For terms
address the publishers, C, A. NICHOLS CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
.
o27-2w

A Lucky Find.

Feminine Sports.

The new bowling rooms, the first es
tablished at Atlantic Highlands, are
used daily by the young ladies. Crowds |
gather to see them roll the balls; in fact
at times it is hard work to wedge one’s
seif inside the building. There are sev
eral young ladies who go through a
game of making nothing but strikes and
spares. Mrs. H. B. Drowne, Miss John
son and Miss Lillie Schwab are experts, ,
bringing down the pins at every turn. |‘
Swimming matches among the ladies
at Atlantic Highlands are of frequent
occurrence. Thursday Miss Hattie Lane,
of Brooklyn, and Miss Florence Hen
drickson, of New York, swam from the
Curtis pavilion to the old pier, just haif
a mile, Miss Lane beating her opponent
a full length.—Baltimore Sun.
Flogging the Tired Brain.

There is only one pure salt
and that is

proved either true or false.
Write us for a test.
Nash, Whiton & Co,, New York.

I
Baby Julia De Grignau.

One Case of Honesty That Pald-

A score or more of cash boys employed
in an up town dry goods store organized
[a strike. They wanted an increase of
jfifty cents a week in their pay and the
abatement of two or three obnoxious
rules relative to fines. The determina
tion to strike was unanimous, and each
boy was taken, as fast as circumstances
permitted, into the remotest corner of
the cellar under the store, and made to
“swear upon honor* that he would not
back out of the movement until the ob
jects sought were attained. A day or
two before the day fixed for the strike a
mousing porter caught three of them to
gether in the cellar, and his threats to
report them for attempting to steal
frightened them into telling him their
secret. Utterly disregarding their pleas
to “£eep still about it” the porter went
directly to the superintendent and ex
posed the plot.
That very night all of the cash boys
were summoned before the superintend
ent after the store had been closed. “If
there is to be any striking in this store,”
said the superintendent, “I propose to
strike first. Now I want every boy who
is pledged to this movement to step for
ward.” Only one boy stepped forward,
and he proved to be the most industrious
and trustworthy boy in the store. Each
of the other boys being questioned in
turn, denied any complicity in the pro
posed strike. The superintendent was a
shrewd man. He soon ascertained all
the facts and found that the one plucky
boy proposed to stand by his “strike
oath” until “the objects sought were at
tained.”
“Oh, very well,” said the superintend
ent dryly, “as you are the only one on
strike* I will concede to you all you
ask.”—New York Times.

A day or two ago a lady walking in
Alpha road, St. John’s wood, suddenly
saw before her on the pavement a singu
lar object, which proved to be a small
snake, wearing around its neck a ring
studded with gems, to which was at>
a slender gold chain ending in
Tft DDfiVE OUR faith in tached
another jeweled ring. Startled at first,
I U rKIIVr THE MEDICINE. the
lady, however, managed to capture
On and after October 1,1891, we give every the little animal in the folds of her um
person selling our medicine the privilege of brella, and immediately recognized that
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can 6he had possessed herself of the asp of
receive your money back. Bead guaranty Cleopatra. Not knowing the exact ad-I
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, dress of Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, she was
Kidney Complaint,-Neuralgia, Distress after about to ask a policeman, when the
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular gates of a villa some yards off were
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat, flung open, disclosing the great trage
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be dienne and her attendants frantically
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing, searching for the escaped snake.—Lon
and Healing. It is compounded from the don Chronicle.________
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol

or Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.

F0K LITTLE FOLKS.

.
|
i

Julia De Grignau, or “Baby” De Grig
nau, as she is better known, has made ft
hit as Pearl in “The Scarlet Letter”
Richard Mansfield’s production at Daly’8’
She is seven years old, of dark complex'
ion, has large, lovely eyes and seems
born to the stage. The little lady is aS
easy and natural on the stage as though
she liad had many years of experienceIt was three years ago that Julia ap'
peared in arms as the baby in “Bootle’8
Baby” at the Madison Square theater,
and she went “right on” the stage with
out a single rehearsal and behaved
beautifully. Then she was in “Th®
Pharisee” at the same house. She took

to it like a duck to water. Her first
speaking part was in “Editha’s Burglar,
and then came “Raglan’s Way,” with
Edwin Arden, and in the summer of
1890 Baby De Grignau appeared with
Rosina Vokes at Daly’B. Rose Coghlan
next had petite Julia in “Peg Woffing
ton” at tho Columbus theater in Har
lem. The baby actress joined the Kendais in Octobe¥, 1891, and played with
them in “The White Lie.” One of her
most successful appearances was at the
Actor’s Fund fair; where she created
such a furore in running a booth and in
selling pictures of herself that one gen
tleman gave her a magnificent doll, and
others loaded her with candies and
sweetmeats. Julia remained each night
until the final curtain was rung down.
Baby De Grignau is fortunate in hav
ing a stanch personal friend in Commo
dore Gerry. He pets her and tells her
—tlie probable truth—that she will be
come a famous actress. She does not
dance or sing, so the head of the S. PC. C. allows himself to admire her and
protect her. Julia’s father is French;
her mother German-American. MmeDe Grignau says the baby gets her dra
matic bent from her father, who once
tried opera, but gave it up for reasons
of health. The De Grignaus were well
known on the French stage. Julia says
she has no favorite part. “I like them
all,” she declares.—New York Press.
Looking After Her Kitten.

The other day in Beekman street a
motherly looking cat was calmly sitting
on the curb watching the antics of her
four kittens, which were having a glori
ous time rolling about and mauling one
another. The kittens kept at their sport
for some time. Suddenly one of them,
tiring of further play, wandered away
toward a latge paper bag that was flut
tering in the wind on the walk. Nosing
around the bag he presently espied an
opening into which he crawled. The
attention of his fellows was soon di
‘
rected
to the new attraction, to which
;they speedily hastened, and entering
one by one the four kittens quickly
found themselves housed in this unusual
domicile. They made no effort to leave
it, observing which the old cat, who
kept an eye all the time on the maneu
vers of her progeny, walked toward the
bag, smelled and looked wilhin its in
terior, and seeing her kittens at rest sho
picked up the parcel with her teeth, and
walking down the street disappeared in
a hallway with the bag and her tots in
closed.—New York Sun.

A singular discovery has been made
by Dr. Lauder Brunton. By an accident
he found out the secret of how to have
ideas at will. One night, after a long
day’s work, he was called upon to write
an article. He sat down with pen, ink
and paper, and, as has very often hap
pened before under similar conditions,
not a single idea came into his head. He
then began to reason and to attempt to |
Swiug Away, Baby.
find why the brain, which was appar- 1 Swing away, baby, in the tree top;
ently the same as it was the day before, Though the wind blows, I’ve no fear that you’ll
drop:
when it worked normally, should refuse
the bough break it won’t matter at all.
to respond to the dictates of the will. Should
Others below you can catch in your falL
He arrived at the conclusion that the day
Swing away, baby; your little fist
before he was not tired, and that there Shows
bow your forefathers used to exist:
fore the circulation was brisker.
In your wee fingers a Robinson sees
Continuing his cogitations he traced Proof that your ancestors lived up in trees.
the connection between cerebral circu Swing away, baby; if your hand grows
lation and mental activity, and conclud Tired you can rest it by using your toes.
ed that if the blood would not come to Ere boots and shoes have distorted the snapthe brain the next best thing would be Due to the ancient quadrumanous ape.
to bring the brain down to the blood. Swing away, baby. Monkey and man
And this he did. The happy thought of Both have been made upon one common planmissing feature you’ll live to bewail;
laying his head flat on the table sudden One
Only a rudiment’s left of your tail.
ly flashed across the seat of the late in
activity, and at once his ideas began to Swing away, baby, swing! You have not
of a cradle, a crib or a cot,
flow and his pen ran swiftly across the Need
Mansion or cottage, or lodgings or flat;
paper. The yvork progressed so well Trees, only trees, are your true habitat.
—St. James Gazette.
that Dr. Brunton thought he might as
well sit up. But it would not do. The
Loss Estimated at 8250,000.
moment he raised his head his mind re
CniCAGO, Nov. 22.—Thirty sheds, con
verted to blankness, so he had to put
taining 22,000 barrels of salt belonging to
down his head again upon the table, and the
Michigan Salt company, were almost
finished tile article in that position.— iI totally destroyed by fire in Cumming3*
Exchange.
* *
I The loss is estimated at $2o0t000.

I The Claim on Deer Creek.

;
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-i in pmmo glad yer rid up jest when
yer did, Mr. Byers,” Hamlet remarked.
“I was jest git tin’ back frum Fort!
Scott, and thought I’d ride past an’ see
how yer wasmakin’ it,” Byers explained.
“I wasn’t countin’ on findin’ Hines an’
his gang hyer. But yer seemed ter take
ther visit mighty composed like.”
“Waal, it’s no good gittin’ flustered,
I never think; besides I was mixed up
in too many hot spurts with ther enemy
durin’ ther late war ter be scart out easy
now. It’s been a kind o’ trainin’ ter me
ter bristle up ter every situation of danger thet may rise up in my path,” said
Hamlet, puffing away placidly at his
pipe.
“So yer was in the war jest closed?”
Tom Byers asked a little curiously.
“Not as a reg’lar soldier. They
wouldn’t take me on ’count o’ my back,
though I plead fur ’em to. But I was in
ther Union army, connected with ther
commissary department, an’ was a nuss
in ther hospital camps on the Ohio river
fur erbout eight months. I never seen
actual service on the battlefield but once,
an’ that was when IJied_ahand to hand
struggle with a Confederate soldier,
tripped him up an’ captured thet ole
musket yonder,” and he pointed with
pride to the trophy which his muscular
force had wrested from the hands of a
foe.
Tom Byers examined the old musket
with interest, listened while Hamlet related two or three war adventures, then
mounted restive Popcorn to ride on to
his ranch.
“I don’t think Dick Hines will be apt
ter bother yer any more, Mr. Hamlet,”
he said before starting. “He’s er coward
an’ won’t do yer no open hurt, an’ ther
fact that I’ve got onter his game ter get
yer off o’ ther claim will tend to keep1
him scarce. Yer heerd what I told him
erbout thet mule business? I kin
tell yer more yit. Arter sellin’ ther
mules ter Ik he hired two o’ his gang ter’
run ther critters off inter Missoury an*
sell ’em, when Pender was down sick:
with the shakin’ ager an’ couldn’t help'
himself. It’s a plain case, an’ all I’m•
watchin’ fur is a little more clear proof,
an’ I’ll fix his cake fur him. He lives1
over on Lightnin’ creek with a brotherin-law o’ his who ain’t no better’n Dick.
“But Hines ain’t goin’ ter molest yer,”
ho said, with a swift, admiring look di
rected toward the girl, “fur I aim ter’
keep an eye on his cavortin’s. Good
night!” and waving his hand he gal
loped rapidly away over the prairie.
Adam Hamlet began improvements on
his place at once. He broke up the sod,
which was soon planted in corn, beans,.
sorghum and pumpkins. Byers let him
have a good milk cow and a fine little'
riding pony for Nancy, while one of the>
neighbors spared them some chickens,
and Joe Dugan a pig. So the new set•
tlers had fairly started their life on the>
prairies.
Adam Hamlet wished to secure a legalt
title to his land on Deer creek. But some»
of his best neighbors, who were ardent;
supporters of the “land leaguers,” just•
then vastly stirred up over the dispo‘
sition which congress had made of the
Neutral Lands on which they lived, had1
repeatedly requested him not to con
tract with Joy’s agents. Hamlet was1
not in particular sympathy with the1 ;
“leaguers,” being a firm believer in the1
power and wisdom of the United States1
government to adjust all land disputes,
but the settlers had treated him kindly,1
and he did not care to anger them. He'
could wait for the excitement over the’
land question to subside.
In August, when the sun scorched the’
prairies with almost torrid breath, Ham
let became a victim to chills and fever,
and much of the time was too poorly to’
leave the dugout.
Added to her customary duties, Nancy
had to be her father’s nurse and look
after the stock.
One evening as darkness was falling over the hot prairie she went down
the creek to drive the cow home.
She had proceeded a half of a mile,
and was just crossing a wild plum1
thicket when voices arrested her attention.
Peering through the branches she'
could just make out two men engaged
in earnest conversation. One she instantly recognized as Dick Hines.
The girl drew back within the thicket,•
afraid to stir, lest her presence might be1
discovered to the two men.
She hoped they would pass on and let;
her continue her search for the cow un
hindered, but they did not.
Hines and his companion stood just
beyond the patch of wild plum, at the
very foot of a steep bank on the creek.
What did he mean by his vile presence
there on the corner of her father’s claim?
Immediately vague fears were aroused
within her, and her first impulse was to
steal back to the augout and alarm her
father. But quickly the thought came,
what good would that do to startle a
sick man who would be unable to defend himself, no matter how dark and
terrible was the villain’s object in being
on tho claim.
That he must have some villainous
motive the girl was very certain, and it
suddenly occurred to her that she must
be brave, catch Hines’ plot from his own
lips, and if possible outwit him. She
alone must be her sick father’s defender
if trouble was coming. Creeping a little
nearer to the plotters, she distinctly overheard the following dialogue:
“I tell yer, Finley, thar’s money in it
—heaps an’ heaps. Thar’s not so valyble
er claim as this byer any where on these
puraries,” Hines wa3 saying with en
thusiasm.
“But air yer sure, Dick, thet ther coal
vein extends all erlong this crick?” asked
his companion.
“Of course I’m sure! Hain’t I dug
holes hyer all erlong ther creek ter find
out? Yes, sir; dug ’em hyer afore thet
ole Hamlet come inter ther country, an’
had it all made up ter move inter ther
dugout when that ole sinner got erhead
o’ me. I ^ell yer I’ve tested ther creek
all erlon^hyer, an’ thar’s big deposits o’
ther bestlrind er coal, enough ter make
a dozen men rich, right hyer.”
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l

For Wood or Coal.
Contains all modern imp^overnentp. Large
variety of stjles. It lias double dumpers, as fc
result of which, a rapid fire is secured. It hatf
large ash pan, large flues. It is durable, attractive•
and a perfect working range, made wholly froa'
best quality of pig iron, mounted and fitted’
together by skilled workmen. The most practical
Range ip the market, that is anywhere near its'
equal. Do not make a purchase until you have
examined this superior range. If not sold in your
vicinity, send to us for circular and testimonials
Every Range warranted by the Company to give
satisfaction. Manufactured by

Auburn Stove Foundry Co., Auburn, Me
.

You Need Saner No Longer
"T71ROM Dyspepsia, Indigestion, SourStomJL> ach, etc., for you can be cured, no matter•
how chronic your case. I have made Stomach
Trouble a special study for years, and by my!
system of home treatment thousands havei
been cured, including the most chronic cases.;
eceiving testimonials from those
whose cases have oeen declared incurable.'
Send 2c. stamp for symptom blank. Consulta’
tion free. A. S. AYRES, M.D., 271 High street,
HolyokOt Mass.

“I reckon ther coal business ’ll be er
lively one on these puraries some day.”
“Why, Finley, it’s boun’ ter be!
Kain’t holp but be! This hyer’s a poorly
timbered country, an’ coal mines is sure
ter be somethin’ wuth ownin’. Thar’s a
railroad
;
cornin’ frum Kansas City, cl’ar
through the Neutral Lands, an’ on ter
ther Gulf o’ Mexico. Ther country ’ll
be on er big boom purty soon, an’ ef
we uns control ther coal beds hyer on
Deer creek we’ll ke capitalists afore we
know wot we uns air doin’. We uns
must hev ther claim, Finley,” declared
Hines, uttering an oath that must have
:
made
the beautiful sensitive roses, grow
ing luxuriantly at his feet, close their
tender, fernlike leaves in terror.
“Maybe this hyer settler’s already con
tracted fur the claim?” said Finley.
“No, he ain’t. I’ve been over ter
Baxter an’ seed ther records. Hamlet
hain’t ther 'grit ter contract fur it, havin’
been warned by ther league not to. Ther
league hain’t no use fur ole Joy, an’
though Hamlet ain’t er leaguer hisself I
’low he’s plumb erfeard o’ ther s’ciety,
an’ ain’t aimin’ ter make ther members
mad at him.”
“But yer er member o’ ther league
yerself, Dick.”
“Yes,” and Hines laughed coarsely,
“but dumed little I’m keerin’ fur it or
anythin’ else ’ceptin* this claim on Deer
creek.”
“They’d string yer up ter a blackjack,
I reckon, ef yer went back on ’em.”
“They hain’t goin’ ter find it out fur
some little spell. Thar’s more settlers
than yer think fur stealin’ slylike inter
the land office at Baxter and contractin’
fur their claims unbeknowns ter ther
league. I tell yer, we uns ’ll git er con
tract fur this piece o’ land, let ole humpy
live in ther dugout undisturbed till ther
leaguers cool off er bit, then we kin
show our papers, and run ole Hamlet an
ther gal off.”
“Purty slick, Dick; but wot ef Tom
Byers gets wind of it? They say he’s
istruck bad on ther settler’s gal, an’
'
Tom
’s mighty hard ter contend aginst,
: me tell yer.”
let
“I reckon Tom would be er ugly cus
tomer to deal with. Durn his big picter*
He’s been watchin’ me like er hawk this
(summer, but he’s down in ther Injun nation now, pickin’ up some shippin’ stock,
, ’ I hyar it said thet he’s goin’ ter sell
an
,
out
his ranch an’ leave ther county. Ef
'
he
does, we uns needn’t fix fur any
;racket with him, an’ ef we uns gits
■
squatted
down hyer on ther claim it’ll
take more’n Tom Byers ter git us off. ”
‘ ‘I reckon it would, with the gang frum
Lightnin’ to back us.”
“Thet’s wotever!”
“But say, Dick, why don’t yer contract fur ther claim yerself, an’ not take
, pardner?” the other suddenly asked.
er
“I would ef I hed ther money. I know
yer hev pl&ity o’ cash, after stoppin’
thet train ov<*r in Missoury,” and Hines
chuckled gleefully, “an’ km pay down
ther fee required by ther land agent.”
“Waal, I am better heeled than afore
I boarded thet train,” replied Finley,
“an’ I’m willin’ ter go cohoots on ther
claim with yer, Dick. When do yer
want ter git ther contract?”
“I thought we could sj;art in ther
mornin’ afore daylight an’ ride ter Baxter,” returned Hines. “Yer see, if we
uns gits er airly start nobody in ther
neighborhood will see us, an’ so we uns
will not be suspicioned of goin’ ter ther
land office. Yer know ther league has

Then the plotters mounted their po
nies, which had been permitted to crop
the grass along the margin of the stream,
and rode off, chuckling with much self
'
satisfaction
over the cleverness of their
'
scheme
to gain possession of Adam Ham
let’s claim.
The girl, nearly petrified with fright
over the underhand plot to which she
had listened, and which, if carried out
according to the villains’ plans, would
'
rob
her and her father of a home where
they had been faithfully toiling all sum
.mer, waited until the deepening shades
of evening hid the horsemen from view,
then leaving the cow to find her own
'
way
back, sue sped up the creek toward
the dugout.
She found her father, pale, thin and
,weak, sitting ip the door, where the cool
1breath of evening fanned his feverish
jbrow. He looked so ghostlike, so pow
<erless to contend with human affairs, as
he half reclined there in the starlight,
1
that
Nancy hesitated to tell him what
jshe had overheard down in the wild
plum thicket. But it was right that he
jshould be forewarned, and she must
.break it to him as gently as she could.
“Wher’ yer been, Nancy?” he asked
.
feebly,
as she threw herself on the bench
:near him.
“Jest down ther creek,” she answered,
her voice trembling,..

Nancy Hamlet urged her pony forward
across the lonely prairie.
-Yer act scarf, Nancy, as er yer a oeen
ja-runnin’,” her father remarked, noticing
■
the
girl’s strange agitation.
“Well, pap, I did see two big var
«
mints
down on the comer o’ ther claim,”
(
she
returned, trying to laugh.
“Two big varmints! Wolve3?”
“Yes, or leastwise wolves thet hes
two feet an’ wears trousers—human
wolves, wot’s er heap more dangerouser
than ther four footed kind.”
“Wot do yer mean, Nancy?” Hamlet
asked, mystified.
“I seed Dick Hines an’ one o’ his gang
(
down
thar.”
“Dick Hines! On my claim? Wot was
;he doin’ thar?”
“Plottin’ ter git er contract fur our
(
claim
an’ then run us out,” and with
that introductory explanation she gavo
:her father a clear account of the vil-1
Iain’s scheme as she ha.d- overheard it. ‘I

“Wot kin wo do?” he appealed to the ing me aaunuess Nancy's errana, cour
girl in his helpless weakness. “I reckon teously conducted her himself to the
he’ll beat us outen ther claim yit.” and boarding bouse where the agent for the
the sick man became overwrought with Neutral Lands had rooms.
dejection.
He'was hastily aroused from his morn
“No he won’t, pap,” and Nancy set her ing nap, and presently appeared in the
mouth resolutely as she asked herself little sitting room where Nancy Hamlet
what she could do to outwit their enemy. awaited him.
She would not show despair now before KAfter she had confided in him as much
her feeble father.
of their trouble with Hines as she cared
“Ef Tom Byers was only home he to, and told her business in coming at
might stop Hines,” said the troubled set such an unusually early hour, the agent
tler
said:
Nancy’s face flushed at the mention of
“Well, Miss Hamlet, I must say you
that name, and she did not immediately have acted bravely in outwitting a vil
make answer.
lain, and you and your father have my
“It’s awful ter be so no-account as I true sympathy in your troubles. Of
am,” the sick man wailed. “I’m so weak course, as you are aware, your father’s
I couldn’t take my part agin a crawfish presence will be necessary to make the
now; an’ thar’s no use ’pealin’ ter ther contract valid. But you may leave a
neighbors, fur ther kinder down on me payment on the claim in my hands, for
’cause I’ve refused ter become er mem which I will write you out a receipt, and
ber o’ ther league. Hines is plumb shore your father can come in when he is able
ter git ther claim,” he reiterated, his old to make the trip, and we’ll fix up his
spirit all crushed by disease.
legal title to the land.”
“No, Hines won’t!” and the girl sprang
Thanking the agent for his kindness,
to her feet, her eyes flashing with the and taking the receipt which he made
fires of a sudden resolve. “I’ll stop him out for her, Nancy mounted her pony
myself.”
and started homeward, her heart in a
“Yer, Nancy?”
wild tumult of ecstasy over the success
“Yes, pap.”
she had achieved in defeating a bad man.
• “How’ll yer do it?”
The sun was just peeping above the
“I’ll git on ther pony, ride over ter hills, burnishing the tree tops with lucid
Baxter, an’ tell ther land agent all erbout amber, as she rode out of Baxter.
ther claim,” returned Nancy.
There was a warm tint on her oval
“Hines’ll beat yer ther.”
cheeks, her hazel eyes had the brightness
“No, he won’t, pap, fur I’m aimin’ t&r of triumph in them, while the breeze
start ternight an’ git ahead o’ him.”
from the southwest played strange havoc
“Yer sha’n’t go, Nancy!”
with the unconfined dark locks of the
“But, pap, I must. Yer not able, but brave prairie maiden. She was a picture
I am. Ain’t I been actin’ yer boy, an’ of girlish beauty and modest heroism.
tendin’ ter ther stock,” she reasoned
She had not left the town more than
playfully, “an’ wot’s ter hinder me frum two miles behind her when, on entering
goin’?”
a wood lining a stream, she came face
“It’s so fur, child, nigh onter twenty- to face with Dick Hines and his brutal
two miles, an’ over sich wild puraries. faced ally.
But ther night’s ther biggest objection.”
Her presence so far from home, so
“It’s er heap cooler ridin’ at night,” near Baxter, made Hines suspect the
she argued. “Say yes, pap, fur I’m truth at once. His face darkened sav
bound ter go. Jest think! Our home’s agely, and fixing her with his hawkish
at stake, and ef thet wolf’s ter be relied eyes, while an ugly imprecation fell
on erbout thar bein’ coal veins along ther from his lips, he sought to block her
creek, our claim’s mighty valyble. I’m passage.
goin’ ter save it. ”
The road had been washed deep by
“But yer kain’t git ther contract with hard rains, with high, steep banks on
out my presence, Nancy,” Hamlet said either side, so Nancy had no choice but
despondently. “I know thet p’int o’ thei to draw her pony aside to let the men
land law.”
pass. But instead of ^oing on, Hines
“No, pap, but I kin see ther land agent and his companion halted directly before
an’ tell him erbout Hines. An’ ef yer her, and with a leer in his face the
willin’ I kin take ther money yer’ve been leader said:
savin’ ter build er house an’ pay down
“Wher yer been so airly, gal?”
on ther claim. Then we’ll shore be ahead
“ ’Tendin’ ter my own business, Dick
o’ ole Hines.”
H&ies!” she replied with spirit.
Hamlet saw it would be utterly use
“Wot’s thet paper yer got in yer hand?”
less for him to raise any more objections. Hines demanded, catching sight of the
Nancy was determined to go to Baxter folded receipt which she held as too pre
that night to outwit Dick Hines, and it cious to let out of her sight.
would require more than his spent
“Thet’s my father’s. Let me pass.”
strength to induce her to give up the
“Not so fast, gal! Yer been ter Baxter
mission.
ter the land agent, an’ thet paper hes
About eleven o’clock the brave girl somethin’ ter say erbout wot yer been
mounted her pony and rode away from 'i doin’ thar. I’m goin’ ter see thet paper,”
the dugout. Knotted in one corner of a ‘! he asserted with a loud oath.
handkerchief were two hundred dollars,
“No, yer not,” the girl cried, trying to
which Hamlet had given her to pay down force her pony past the villain. But he
on the claim. That represented his en grasped her bridle rein and restrained
tire cash account, and had been saved her.
for another purpose that fall, but he
“Finley, yer kin take the paper frum
yielded it up gladly to Nancy’s care, be her while I hold ther pony,” said Hines,
lieving with her that it would be better with malignant exultation beaming in
invested in securing a contract for the every feature of his countenance.
land.
I| Finley rode toward the girl’s side to do
She would have to ride about eight his leader’s bidding, but instantly she
miles across the unbroken prairie before transferred the receipt to her mouth and
she reached the “Old Mission” road, as shut her teeth tight together.
it was called. That gained, she would
“Choke ther durned hussy!” roared
have a bvraight, well traveled way to Hines, and again Finley approached Her,
Baxter Springs, near the southern border Un evil glitter in his green eyes.
of the county.
At that moment there was the hurried
The tract of land known as the Neutral clatter of hoofs over the stony road lead
Lands comprised about eight hundred ing toward the little ford where Nancy
thousand acres of fertile prairie, located Hamlet had been stopped by the two
in the southeastern part of the state.
scoundrels, and a clear voice that sent
It had been owned by the Cherokee the red blood flowing back into the girl’s
Indians, who had ceded it in trust to the fear blanched cheeks rang out sharply
United States about the close of the war on the pure morning air:
of secession. The secretary of the in
“Lay one finger on that girl at yer
terior vras the agent of the Indians to peril!” and Tom Byers, with flashing
sell the. land.
eyes, covered the villains with his six
After considerable wrangling over the shooter.
disposal of the land in parcels, as the
With muttered curses the baffled
agent had been authorized to do, the en wretches fell back in surprise and con
tire body was purchased by James F. fusion.
Joy, of Michigan, who became owner of
“Now ride, whelps!” he ordered, fol
the Neutral Lands soon after the arrival lowing them with the weapon. “An’
of the Hamlet family, in 1868.
keep on ridin’ till yer git cl’ar out o’
The families or settlers who had been God’s country. Don’t let me ketch yer
located on the Neutral Lands before Joy back on Deer creek or ther Neosho
had purchased them declared the whole river pollutin’ ther air with yer rotten
business to be a vast swindle, they main devilmint, or I’ll shoot yer down like
taining a perfect right to take claims two ornery 'logs.”
there under the pre-emption or home
They knew there was no jesting in
stead acts.
that tone, and they rode off, with rage
Excitement ran high on those wild in their dark hearts, but daring not to
prairies, and the anti-Joy settlers organ utter a word, in the direction of the In
ized leagues, and pledged themselves to dian Territory border.
resist the claims of the purchaser to the
“Oh, Tom!” cried Nancy, recovering
death if it became necessary.
her speech as the defeated villains dis
The settlers were deceived bv the false appeared beyond a hill, “how did yer
rumors of evil agitators, who had noth ever happen erlong jest when yer did?”
ing to do but ride from one cabin to an
“I come up ft'om ther Injun nation
other, keeping strife so stirred up that last night,” he answered, riding up to
the true situation of the matter was her side. “I was on my way back ter
veiled from their understanding.
ther ranch, but decided ter stay all night
A league was formed near Hamlet’s in Baxter. I was at ther very hotel
claim, and though he had been invited where ther land agent stays. Yer was
and even urged to join it he took a posi jest ridin’ out o’ town as I got up. I’m
tion of neutrality. He had .faith that well acquainted with ther agent, an’ he
congress would adjust the trouble satis told me how yer’d happened ter be in
factorily, and went on making such rude Baxter. When he told me what yer’d
improvements as he was able on his quar overheard Hines an’ Finley plannin’ ter
ter section, content to await the final de do I was afeard yer’d meet ther whelps
rision of that body.
an’ hev trouble. So I ordered my horse
Nancy Hamlet urged her pony for- !' and rid right-after yer.”
ward across the lonely prairie. There ;■ “I don’t know what Fd done ef yer
was no moon, but the bright stars which hedn’t rid up,” said the girl, taring to
shone in the dark blue vault above her meet the admiring eyes of Tom Byers.
enabled her to keep the proper course.
“Nannie, yer a mighty brave girl,” he
Alone in the deep darkness of mid said, trying to possess himself of her
night, out on the prairie, tho girl’s heart hand, “but yer need some big, honest
felt a sense of desolation and awe that feller who thinks a heap of yer ter take
was almost past enduring. Silence keer of yer. I was thinkin’ o’ sellin’ out
brooded somberly everywhere, broken my ranch an’ goin’ back ter mother, but
occasionally when her pony frightened if I could only persuade yer to bide long
up some bird that had been passing the with me thar on ther Neosho I’d be plumb
contented ter live alius out hyer on ther
night in the rank grass.
Gaining the main traveled road lead Neutral Lands.”
ing to Baxter the girl felt a revival of
“Oh, Tom!” she said, quickly with
courage. Speaking more hopefully to drawing her hand, “pap’s ailin’ conher animal she galloped away, as if sid’ble, an’ I must git back ter him.”
freshly animated for her mission.
“I’ll ride back with yer, Nannie,” Tom
It was a thinly settled region she was declared, and they left the ford at once.
passing through, and only a lonely cabin,
It was a very pleasant and satisfactory
where all was silent a3 the grave, every ride to Tom Byers, judging from the
two or three miles apart, rose dimly be glad light that shone in his blue eyes as
the young couple rode up to the dugout
fore her view.
She neared the small town of Baxter and were greeted by Adam Hamlet.
“Tom, I’m mighty glad ter hev yer
Springs just as the eastern horizon toward
the dark woods along Spring river began bring my leetle gal safe home. Is all
to grow crimson with the first flush of well?”
“All’s well,” answered Tom, warmly
dawn.
In the outskirts of the place she was shaking the settler’s hand. “Ther claim’s
halted by a military guard, who regarded yer’n, an’ Nannie’s mine!”
The land question was finally decided
the girl suspiciously.
A sub-officer was called, who. on learn in the courts, and pew settlers began to

uuuik iniu luu country, rne league
citement subsided, and many of itu
Warmest adherents contracted with Joy
for their lands.
Tom Byers’ threats evidently had the
desired effect on Dick Hines, for soon
after the encounter at tho ford he and
his gang left the country for parte un
known. Their places were taken by
honest settlers. Consequently no regrets
followed them, except that some of them
had escaped their just deserts at the
hands of the law.
Adam Hamlet secured a legal title to
his claim, and in due time developed
valuable coal mines along the creek.
.Tom and Nancy have a comfortable
home near the Neosho river, and are ae
happy as a well mated couple can be
who possess one hundred and sixty acres
of rich land under good cultivation and
clear of all incumbrance.
THE END.
An Exception.

I like to watch my wife when she’s
Crocheting.
Or when she’s tatting mysteries
Essaying.

I often note complacently
Iler shirring,
Nor does her darning prompt In ma
Demurring.

i

1

But I am spurred, I must allow.
To quitting
When she her alabaster brow
Is knitting.
—Boston Courier.
His Homage Was Excusable.

Bank Teller—Will you take it as a pre
sumption, madam, if I offer you these few
roses ?
Miss Carmelia Goldust—I don’t know
you, sir.
Bank Teller—I am aware of that. But
you are the only woman in the history of
the bank who ever indorsed a check on the
right end.—Boston Globe.
Changes of the Moon.

They were standing by the window
Watching Luna, large and bright,
When she innocently murmured,
“A full moon is my delightl”

Whispered he, “I love you, darling;
Can’t I urge you very soon
To change your full moon liking,
And adore a honey-moon?”
—E. L. Rawson in Club.
How Salty Win Out,

Used to think that luck wuz luck and nothin
else but luck—
It made no diiT’rence how* or when oi where <V
why it struck;
But sev’ral years ago I changt my mind, al
That h^k’s a kind uv science—same as any
other game;
it happened out in Denver in the spring of
eighty, when
Salty teched a humpback an win out ten.

Salty wuz a printer in the good ole Tribune
days,
An natural-like he fell into the good ole Trib
une ways;
So every Sunday evenin he would sit into the
game
Which in this crowd of thoroughbreds I think
1 need not name,
An there he’d sit until he rose, an when he
rose he wore
Invariably less wealth about his person than
before.
But once there came a powerful change; on#
solium Sunday night
Occurred the tidle wa^e that put ole Salty out
o’ sight!
lie win on deuce” an ace an jack—he win on
king an queen—
Cliff Bill allowed the like uv how he win wu«
never seen!
An how be done it wuz revealed to all us fel
lers when
He said he teched a humpback to win out ten.
There must be somethin in it, for he never win
afore,
An when he told the crowd about the hump
back, bow they swore!
For every sport allows it is a Iosin game to
buck
Agin the science of a man who’s teched a
hump f’r luck;
An there is no denyin luck was nowhere in it
when
Salty teched a humpback an win out ten.
I’ve had queer drcams, an seen queer things,
an alius tried to do
The thing that luck apparently intended f*i
me to;
Cats, funerils, cripples, beggars have I treated
with regard,
An charity subscriptions have hit me powerful
hard;
But what’s the use uv talkin'? I say an saf
again,
You’ve got to tech a humpback to win out ten!
So. though I used to think that luck wuz
lucky, I’ll allow
That luck, for luck, agin a hump ain’t nowhere
in it now!
An, though I can’t explain the whysan where
fores, I maintain
There must be somethin in it when the tip’s so
straignt an plain,
For I wuz there an seen it, an got full with
Salty when
Salty teched a humpback an win out ten!
—Eugen*. Field in Chicago News-Record*
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In our correspondence from Bar Harbor■ I think considering the number of horses
it will be noted that a son of Alcantara is1 that are trained down here with one poor
spoken of that should be n^ore widely half-mile track and short season we are
known. On his dam’s side his breeding is1 doing very well.
of the richest description, it being no less1------------------------The smallest “cat-boil” is large enough to
than Dainty 2.26%, by Dictator; second|
that tbe blood needs purifying—a warn
dam Vic, (dam of Mattie Graham 2.21%) show
ing which, if unheeded, may result, not in
by Mamorino Chief, while on the side of' more boils, but in something very much
woihe. Avert the darger in time by the use
his sire it is too well known to need com, ot
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Cured others, will
ment. The breeders in his locality should1 cure you.
congratulate themselves on the fact that
Jast Married.
they have access to so well bred a horse
and give him a liberal patronage.
How loving they are; this is always a sure
sign. After the first year sometimes it don’t
• * • •
hold good. When Charles comes home to you
grouty and cross, snapping and snarling, un
Last spring C. P. Drake of Lewiston able to relish the nice dinner you have cooked,
and
feels as if there was a ton of pig iron in
sent the bay filly, Beatrice, two-year-old,
stomach, he is troubled with dyspepsia,
by Bayard Wilkes; dam Dazzle by GleD- his
and sulphur Bitters is the only medicine that
arm; 2d dam Katie Boone 2.32% by will cuie him.
Daniel Boone; 3d dam by Gen. Knox; 4th
ELECTION DAY RACES.
dam by Old Eaton, to Allen farm jjo be
bred to Unkamet by Lancelot. The pro
New York, Nov. 8, 1892.—The election
spective foal will unite the blood of the
day races, at Fleetwood Park, were of
great broed mares Miss Russell and Green more than passing interest, and the specta
Mountain Maid on the side of the sire, tors mixed horse talk with politics. The
with Alma Mater, Blandina, the Burch weather was spring-like, but the track,
mare, Old Kate and Skip on the side of owing to recent rains, was somewhat heavy.
the dam. It is particularly gratifying to The current of discussion ran towards
Mr. Drake that Lancelot has made a record records, when two new comers entered the
of 2.24% at five, and Unkamet one of list. The first was Contractor P. Ryan’s
2.2 7% at two years of age.
chestnut mare Cambridge Girl, by Ben

STORY OF TWO WOMEN
What the Trouble Was and
How it Resulted.
WHAT EACH HAS TO SAY ABOUT THIS
MOST INTERESTING MATTER.
Something

Never

Before

F quailed

in

Our Experience.

The story of each is brief, but both are elo
quent with true feeling and gratitude, given in
their own words.
The first, Mrs. E. S. Bogart, of the, Baptist
Home, 68th street, New York City, is as fol"
lows:
“For eight years I have been constantly
under the care of doctors, but found no relief,
nor, from what the doctors told me, did I expect to get any better. I was convincdd that
they did not understand mv case, so I thought.
I would try Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
nerve remedy, and the result has been truly
wonderful. I^now feel in better health than
for the last 20 j ears.
,

1
|

|

I
,

Oh, this ringing m the ears!
MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1892.
Oh, this humming in the head !
Franklin, who scored 2.28% She was
Hawking, blowing, snuffing, gasping,
Watering eyes and threat a-rasping,
The following is the Maine 2.30 list for 1892
The great race for the stallion record be brought to the city, upwards of two years
Health i npaired and comf rt fled,
tween Kremlin 2.07% and Stamboul 2.08 ago by the late George Haiier, who drove
Till I would wish that I were dead!1 complete to date.
What folly to suffer so with catarrhalj Walter D., ch b, by Palmer Horse;
will long be remembered by the breeders her to a road cart, in 2.26%. The second
dam by Winthrop Morrill,
2.26%
troubles, when the worst cases of chronic.
of the country. Probably the only mare performer, to beat 2 30, was the black stal* I
catarrh in the head are relieved and cured by Young Watchmaker, blk h, by Watchlion
Cartridge,
who
easily
trotted
the
third
|
the
mild,
cleansing
and
healing
properties
of
f
maker;
dam
by
Constellation,
2.30
living to produce foals by both horses is
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. It purifies the
£>. M- Foster of Canton Point has sold Aimee by Del Sur, owned at the Colt Farm h3at of his match race in 2.29% and fin
L , blk ni, by Thomas Carlyle;
foul breath, by removing the cause of tbe!1 Lizzie
dam Clytie by Ledo,
2.27%
a fine chestnut mare, four years old to Auburn, Me. She came from California ished like a race horse, a strong 2.20 clip.
offence, heals ihe sore and inflamed passages,
N
aumkeag, b h, by Lexington,
2.28
and
perfects
a
lasting
cure.
George W. Ward of Deering. She is by in foal by Stamboul, the produce being He trotted his heats without skip or break.
H. P. E., br gr by Gen. Garfield,
2.29%
Albrino, the sire of Iona S. 2.29%, the Dorcas Pratt, the well known two-year-old This horse is jet black, stands 15 3% at
McKusick, b h, by Olympus; dam Lady
A
Trick
with
an
JEgg.
mare which Mr. Ward recently sold to Ally, who won so many races last season, the withers, and 16 bands over the loin.
Burns, by Burn’s Trotting Childers, 2.26%
Make a little hammock of muslin, to; Silver Street, b m, by Nelson; dam
parties in New Jersey.
He was foaled in 1886, bnd by Robert
[n 1891 Aimee was sent to Allen Farm aad
be suspended by four threads, and after by Somerset Knox,
2.25
MR8. E. 8. BOGART.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
bred to Kremlin, the produce being a bay Bonner, got by Eldridge, trial 2.20%, sonI
having soaked this in salt water and Mollie Withers, gr m by Gen.
’
“
During
all
this
time
I
had
been
suffering
of
Edward
Everatt
and
Jessie
Kirk,
by
'
2.30
Will Miller of Auburn is seen on the Illy foaled this season.
malaria, heart disease, kidney and liver thoroughly dried it,, place in it an egg Withers; dam by Gideon,
<Clark Chief; dam Lady Stout (3) 2.29, by, with
J
« « « *
complaints,
nervous prostration and sleepless shell, which has been emptied by a blow St. Croix, b h, by Wilkes; dam Znlah
streets of the city every day, and always
by Gideon,
2.28%
Mambrino Patchen, second dam the noted 1ness. For the three months before taking pipe through a hole drilled in the side.
driving a good horse. He is noted for his
Now that Hippenheimer, the dam of producing mare Pruss Prall, dam of Black this
wonderful remedy, I had been confined After the supposed egg has been satis WilkesmonT) blk h, by Kaiser; dam by
J
to my loom, and most of the time to the bed.
fine turn outs, and his rare judgment in Vlabel L., the greatest producing brood
Gen. Withers,
2.27%
Diamond 2 29%, and the prepotent sire I] feel, with the blessing of God, Dr. Greene’s factorily shown to be in the hammock Fred Wilkes, b b, by Wilkes; dam by
picking out a good one.
nare of her age, and Albrina 2.27 is eligi- Mambrino
.
blood and nerve remedy has given beyond all doubt, set the whole affair ;6Qnward,
Time, brother to Lady Stout, Nervura
1
2.25%
a new lease of life and health, a»d that I
)le to the great brood mare list, we shall who was the first three-year-old to beat me
♦ ♦ •
•
s cured of all my troubles. I have a great afire at both ends and ihe bottom. Frenchman, b g, |by McDonald’s
Within
a
moment
the
hammock
and
its
vatch with interest to see if the Registrar of 2.30, and Mr. Bonner paid $15,000 for her cam
Frenchman,
2.24
desire that others may be benefited as I have
The note that Horse World's Kentucky
be American Trotting R gister Associa- gshortly afterwards. Cartridge’s mark gives been,
and take every opportunity to recom supports will be consumed, but—won- :Haroldbqn, b h, by Prescott; dam Queen
J
correspondent credits Lady Redwood 2.27
2.29%
der of wonders—the egg lies on a by Black Diamond,
ion accepts her breeding as being by Vol- Jessie Kirk another producing son and mend it to the sick.
Mrs. Oliver Wilson, Northboro’, Mass.,
to Redwood 2.21%, by Anteeo 2.16%. This
Hallie, ch m, by Harbinger; dam by
inteer. She was brought to Maine with Mambrino Patchen another producing tells the second of these two interesting swinging bridge of ashes high above ths - Monte Christo,
2 .25%
floor!
is clearly a mistake, as Lady Redwood is
hat pedigree, and her appearance would daughter. It also increases Puss Pratt’s stories:
This Curious little semiscientific ex Marlon, blk h, by Alcantara; dam by
by Redwood son of Belmont and Blandina.
“I was suffering from nervousness,” she
Thomas
Jefferson,.
2.22%
ndicate that she might be, and we have fame in the great brood mare table. Car- says,
“caused by female weakness and nerv periment has been performed on a
9
, br m, by Rockefeller; dam
• • * *
lever doubted that she was, still the name ttridge was sjld as a two-year-old by Robert ous prostration. 1 was so nervous and weak gigantic scale in one of the Lyons thea Granieta
by Messenger Knox,
2.25%
ters, where a manilla hammock and aD rThhmi8, b m, by Achilles; dam by
R. G. Dunn of Canton has sold to H. < f her breeder is unknown «nd on the prin- jBonder, to W. R. Willeis of Waverly
asbestus baby were used.—St. Louis Re Volunteer,
2.25
Wesley Hutchins of Auburn the chestnut < iple thafe“if you don’t know who bred a jLawn Firm, Roslyn, Long Island, for
public.
Young Pilot, ch h by Black Pilot; dam
weanling colt Monet, by The Seer 2.19%; iorse, you don’t know how theyjare bred,” $4,000 and was purchased by his present
by Col. Ellsworth
2.22%
dam Lady Leighton by Dolbier’s Echan < . H. Wallace refused to register her as Qowner E C. Walker, tu-f journalist of
Tid Jefferson, blk m. by Alexander
Many people euffer for years from trouble Jefferson,
Allen, 2d dam by Winthrop Morrill, Lady ‘ by Volunteer.” What will the present N w York City, at Mr. Willet’s sale last
2.27%
some and repulsive sores, boils and eruptions. .
vwinter.
Leighton is a producer of speed being the t dministTation say?
2.29%
Cartridge received very little
without ever test-ng the marvellous curative Fred Lothair, to h by Lolhair,
properties of Ayer’s Sar-’aparilla. The tx- D
1 inah, blk m, by Norway Knox; dam
dam of C S. P., 2.32%, and Erminine (2)
* * ♦ •
hhandling until midsummer, this year, but
by Tom Pi»tchen.
2 28%
per iment is certainly worth trying. Be sure
2.54%, and the fast green pacer Evelyn,
you get Ayer’s Sarsaparilla and no other.
]Narka, b m, by Messenger Wilkes;
The ‘‘ideal trotter” is probably as nearly Mr. Walker drove him a mile and repeat
Monet is pure gaited and acts like a trotter.
dam by Hampton,
2.29
*
r aalized in the four-year-old filly Alix, ®Saturday, Sept 17, last, in 2.21 and 2.24%.
2.27
If you desire a luxuriant growth of healthy L
I ady Redwood, b m by Redwood,
* * * *
i hose portrait appears on the first page of He is a very steady going horse and strides
hair of a natural color, nature’s crowning I1 ona S., ch m, by Albrino; dam by
Lancelot is now the fastest son, by the t iis issue, is in any animal ever bred. 281 feet. He trots with nine ounce shoes
ornament of both sexes, use only Hall’s Vege
Daniel Boone*
2.29%
forward
and
mere
pacing
plates
behind.
table Sicilian Hair Renewer.
(Gene Briggs, b h,by Messenger Wilkes;
record of Green Mountain Maid. At Nash- S mall in size yet of the most beautiful
dam by Almont,
2.28
▼ille,Tenn.,he reduced his recerd to 2.24 % r iould, and exquisite finish, with the amia- rFour of his yearlings sold, at one of Kelogg’s combination sales, last winter, for
Oh, stop that toothache ’. Johnson’s Anodyne D
1 r. Franklin, Jr., blk h, by Dr.
This is not the only honor accorded to t le disposition of a pet dog, and yet a born
Franklin; dam by Hamlet,
2.26
Liniment will relieve any severe pain prompt
Lancelot, for besides he is, at five years of r ice mare, with courage to fight out the $Bl,425.
ly_________________
1Dolly H, b m,by Kentucky Knox; dam
The judges were the veteran horseman J.
by Bjnney Knox,
2.25%
age th a sire of t^o in the 2.30 list. Un- 1 ingest and hottest race. She is but four
MRS. OLIVER WIL80N.
Central New York Horse Breeders’ Assoc’n. B
j etty, b m, by Dictator Chief; dam by
kamet(2)2.27% and Leone (1) 2.28%.This y ears of age, and her record of 2.10 proven IDunn Walton, starter, and Messrs. John Ij could not go up a common pair of stairs
Onward,
2.28%
without
stopping to rest, aud was troubled to Mr. Len Fancher of Syracuse, Secretary of
"
is something that no other Horse of fa ar one of the prospective record*breakers B&udd and T, Egbert of the executive com- sleep
I mma Etta, br m, by Antioch,
2.29
at night. I took Dr. Greene’s Nervura the Central New York Horse Breeders* Asso- E
”
the age has done, and as an all around a f the near future. She was bred in Iowa nnittee.
blood and nerve remedy, and have bbtained elation, also owner of “ Igo Wilkes ” by “ Guy J
j oseph R, b g, by Knox Telegraph,
M
orrisania
,
N.
Y.,
Nov.
8,
1892.
Sweeprr
my
old
elastic
step
around
the
house,
to
the
Wilkes ” 2867, writes under date of Oct. 25th as
dam by Daniel Lambert,
2.28%
horse, both as a trotter and sire Lancelot a id was got by Patronage (brother to itakes, trotting, $75; owners to drive; mile st
surprise of my friends. After creeping round follows: “I have used Quinn’s Ointment on N
j
D.,br m, by Robinson D.; dam
stands unequalled.
I atron 2.14%, and Prodigal 2.16); leats.
fc
for two years, hardly able to do anything, it several occasions and can recommend it ellie
by Dan Rydsyk,
| 2.28
has
iin Atlanta,
by Attonery son of £Doctor T. b g, by Duquesne, Nettie
b! proved a boon to me truly. I know of very highly. I know from experience its ,j
e « «
«
Josie Campbell, b na. by Dom Pedro*
many others whom it has cured aud who
by Nutwood, Dr. C. A. Tinker,
1 1 111
This is a trotting pedigree,
I arold.
value.” It would seem from the high grade
dam by Winthrop Morril,
2.29%
most highly in praise of it/’
Jr., blk g A. B. Gwathoney, 2 2 speak
s!
We have had occasion several times to a id the result is a trotter of the first class £iirkwood,
I irigo Jim, b g, ny Dingo,
How anybody who suffers from disease can >f testimonials which are being weekly pub- D
2.28
^igh foot, b g M. H. Bernheimer,
3 3
read
y lbrina b m, by Albrino; dam by
speak of the Mainte bred mare Mabel L. a j her race at Lexington, which she won in
Time. 2.32. 2.30.
« these two marvelous cures and not be ished regarding Quinn’s Ointment that all A
to use this truly great remedy im breeders and horsemen should keep it on
Volunteer,
2.27
(dam of five in the 2.30 list including 2 12%, 2.12%, 2.13, needs no comment in , Same Day. Trotting match, $200-; mile influenced
mediately,
is
beyond
our
understanding.
land. For Curbs, Splints, Spavins and all j K., b m, by Lothair Jr.,
.
hiieats.
£
2.25
Renia 2.13%) by Victor, son of Gen. t iat direction.
Druggists keep it for $1, and it is a vegetable : Bunches it has no equal. Trial box 25 cents, Ida
] lgin by Lothair Jr.,
Dundee, blk s by Clifton, dam s. t. b.
rc
E
2 29%.
medicine
and perfectly harmless. It must not
Knox. At tne National Horse Show at
delivered, T
g rident Jr., blk h, by Trident,
by Leamington, J. Yearance,
1 2 1 b<be confounded with what are known as silver or stamps. Regular size
2.27%:
>ambridtie Girl, ch m by Ben
p;
Madison Square Garden, New York city,
patent medicines, for it is a physician’s pre Address W. B. Eddy & Co., Whitehall, N.Y.,
Pacers.
RIVER
JOHN
,
U.S.,
HO
RSE
NOTES.
Franklin,
P.
Ry
»n,
2
1
2
sc
luless
you
can
obtain
from
your
druggist.
scription, the discovery of the great specialist
she was awarded the first prize for brood
Time, 2.28^, 2.28% 2.28.
jE neivous aud chronic, diseases, Dr. Greene
___________________
1
in
Daily
News, b g, by Franklin,
2.20
Several sales of horses have been made
mares with foal, the foal in this case being
Same Day. Tiotting match, $200; mile of
of 34 Temple place, Boston, Mass., who can
Belle Chase, b hh by Robinson D., dam
MONTPELIER, VT.
be
bt consulted by all free of charge, personally Dr. S. A. Tuttle:
Mr. George hileats.
a rull sister to Renia 2.18%. In the cla^s h *re since my last letter.
by John Bunyan,
2.27%
or
01 by letter.
for three-year-old colts Curfew by Chimes ; ( ordon has sold his Uncle Sim gelding; CJartridge, blk s by Eldridge—Lady
His wonderful remedy will cure you if you Dear Sir,—Allow me to say in reference to (Cobden Boy, b g, by Cobden; dam by
Stout by Mambrino Patchen, E.
pour Elixir, which I have been using, that I
Winthrop Morrill,
2.28%
dam Mabel L., was awarded first prize,thus d im Lady May ; to Frank Wilson of YarC. Walker,
2 1 1 wwill use it.
consider it the best remedy for the speedy re- Jennie
j
J., br m, by Daniel Boone,
2,27%
adding to the laurels won by his dam.
n outh.
Mdaggift P. b m by Polonius, J.
ief of pain. I have used it for lame back*, Winslow,
j
Whelpley,
12 2
b g, by Lotbair Jr.,
2.26%
James
Gammon
has
sold
the
well
known
The
registration
of
voters
in
New
York
leadaches, neuralgia, eto., and it has never Patrol, b g, by Constellation,
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Time, 2.33, 2.31, 2.29%.
2.28%
t otting sire Uncle Sim, 2.38%, to parties
Same Day. Trotting match, suit of clothes; city
C] and state during the present cam ’ailed to cure. I would cheerfully recommend Lothair BoyJ>-e, by Lothair Jr.; dam by
The dam of Mabel L. known as Hippen. . Moncton. This horse left a lot of fine 01me
Lt to all.
Respectfully,
mile dash.
ppaign
;
Brown Harry,
2.19
was the heaviest ever reported.
ANNETTE L. BRACKETT.
j
heimer, by Volunteer, was brought to g ock, and large numbers have been sold at GJ rev E’lgle, gr g by Judge Leland,
Nana,
br m, by Eclair, son of Gen.
E. Stevens,
1
Kuox.
2.25%
Maine by the late J. J. Parker of Water- iod prices.
Chauncey Depew—Providence always
jresse,
(
<
(2.21) gr g M. Porter,
2
▼ille, and was afterwards owned by DrThe Maine Horse Agency will hold a special *tf. JT, Boy, b g by Charles M.; dam
arranges
in some mysterious way to put
Time, 2.33.
a:
Hemy McKenzie h^s sold his two-yearby Bonney Hampton,
2.29%.
of Maine bred speedy trotters, pacers,
Strout of Lewiston, and was traded several
an Irishman where there is going to be ' jale
id Uucle Sim colt to parties in Oxford for ine
roadsters
audfamily
horses.
See
advertimes in that city for less than 100. She * good price. This was a good gaited colt
a row.
The Plain Truth
isement in this issue.
was finally traded to D. M. F oster of Can- & id will be a trotter some day. It appears
is good enough for Hood’s Sarsaparilla—there
Christopher
Columbus
discovered
ton Point, who bred her to Albrino, the ( ley have the horse fever in that town for
is no need of embellishment or sensational
America on Friday. He also set sail on
ism. Simply what Hood’s Sarsaparilla does,
produce being Albrina 2.27. Foster sold> |few days after a gentleman named Reed
that tells the story of it- merit. If you have
Friday from the port of Palos when he
both to H. M, Littell of Macedon, N. Y., *
0 “After suffering for about twenty-five
never realized its benefits a single bottle will
■om the same town came along and bought
«*4vrted on his great voyage westward.
years from scrofulous sores on the legs
convince you it is a good mtd cine.
who had previously purchased Mabel L.
yearling filly from Mrs. Jas. Kitchen
and arms, trying various medical courses
without benefit, I began to use Ayer’s
is a difficult problem with
8100 Reward 8100.
The highest praise has been won by Hood’s
* * * *
tl tat is well bred, sired by Preceptor, by
Sarsaparilla, and a wonderful cure was
Pills for their easy, yet efficient action. Sold
many people because but
utwood 2.18%, (Preceptor’s dam by Panthe result. Five bottles sufficed to re
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
by all druggists. Price 25 cents.
We have received from Palo Alto farm,
store me to health.”—Bonifacia Lopez,
>ast 2.21%) dam by Frank Allison 2.28 ;
few articles of food agree
learn t hat there is at least one dreaded disease
Menlo park, Cal., the annual catalogue for c
327 E. Commerce st., San Antonio, Texas.
that science has been able to cure in all its
icond dam Ruby, dam of Wildflower 2.42
with them. The doctor says
“I was deaf for a year, caused by catarrh in
1892. It is an immense volume, consider- 8
fetages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Uatarrh
the bead, but was perfectly cured by Hood’s
Cure is the Oulv positive cure known to the
ing the purposes to which it is devoted, h r Phil Sheridan 2.26.
AVOiD
GREASE
Sarsaparilla?
’ H. Hicks, Rochester, N. Y.
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitu
William Gammon has sold a nice chestand the result is unpalata
and contains 575 pages on heavy paper,
tional disease, requires a constitutional treat
“
My
daughter
was
afflicted
for
nearly
it gelding by Melbourne King 2.37% to
a year with catarrh. The physicians be ment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internal
ble food. The reason the
handsomely bound in cloth. Within its n
Ifing among Liniments is Johnson’s Ano
ordon Gammon of this place; to Smith
ing unable to help her, my pastor recom ly, acting directly upon the blood and mucous
dyne, b cause it can be taken internally by
covers are contained the full pedigrees of
physician
objects
to
grease
surfaces
of
the
system,
thereby
destroying
the
mended
Ayer
’
s
Sarsaparilla.
I
followed
everyone.
cLeod of this place, a yearling colt sired
foundation of the disease, and giving the
between six and seven hundred animals
his advice. Three months of regular
is because lard is the article
r Godge’s Knox, sire of Sir Garnet 2.34
patient strength by building up the constitu
treatment with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla and
over five hundred of which are trotting
most used, and every phy
How is your cold ? Use Johnson’s Anodyne
tion and assisting nature in doing its work.
Ayer’s Pills completely restored my
im by Bashaw Prince, sire of Favorite
Liniment or it may last all winter; certain
The preprietors have so much faith in its
bred, and the balance thoroughbreds. At
sician knows that hog
daughter’s health.”—Mrs. Louise Rielle,
33%. This is a good gaited colt and his
fact!
curative
powers,
that
they
offer
One
Hundred
Little Canada, Ware, Mass.,
the head of the stud, now that Electioneer
e grease in any shape is un
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send
rner expects wonders from him. We
and Palo Alto are dead, the first plac?s are 0
tor list of testimonials.
Choking, sneezing and every other form a*
healthy and indigestible.
ive had a great season’s racing’down here,
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
catarrh in the head, is radically cured dy Dr.
occupied by Electricity and Advertiser,
Every
one
interested
in
[OfSold
by
Druggists,
75c.
Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. Fifty cents. Sold by
number of horses have beaten 2.30 In“For several years, I was troubled
both by Electioneer, the former out of a
druggists everywhere.
pure and healthful food
uding two 4-year-olds, and I think the colt
with inflammatory rheumatism, being so
Midnight by Pilot Jr., and the latter out c
_ y
]•( cords are very creditable. They are ss
bad at times as to be entirely helpless.
A regular meeting of tbe Board of R hails with joy the new proA Wonderful Machine.
of Lula Wilkes by George Wilkes.
For the last two years, whenever I felt view of the National Trotting Association
fi Hows: yearling mile, Parkland by Parkthe effects of the disease, I began to take
There is no doubt that man is a fine me
will be held at the Murray Hill hotel. New
* • • *
8 le 2.34, 2.58% ; mile, Brighton Boy 1.28,
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and have not had a
chanism, but like every other machine he
spell Lr a long time.”—E. T. Hansbrough, York, at 7 o’clock p. m., on Tuesday, Dec.
r Allright, two-year-old Slippery Tom,
wears out by friction. It is said that he is
That good mare Dolly H, lowered her
Elk Run, Va.
born again every two or three years. Hia
6, 1892, in accordance with the by-laws.
record to 2 25% at Saugus recently, in a i ce record, 2.41%, against time 2.38% by
body is virtually re-made from food. To re
which is composed of pure
The President authorizes the unnounce
race in which she won the last three out of It land Chief 2.34, which makes him the Forall blood diseases, the
tard this making over is radically wrong, as a
cottonseed
oil
and
pure
beef
best
r<
medy
is
ment,
according
to
precedent,
that
either
man loses so much vitality in the delayed
four heats in 2.25%, 2.26%, 2.26%. It is fi st two-year-old to beat 2.40 in the proprocess
that it takes alorg lime to recuperate.
suet
—
nothing
else
—
not
an adjourned or a special meeting cf the
very seldom chat we find so many different v nces. Three othtr two-year’olds have
The process of making anew it so accelera ed
even
salt.
It
is
better
than
board
will
be
held
at
Chicago,
Ill.,
in
the
hy purging with Brandreth’s Pills that a
versions given the pedigree of an animal as b iaten 2.50 in races. The three-yearnew man, as i» were, may be made in two or
either lard or butter for all
early spring of 1893, to accommodate those
we have had of this mare. First she was 0 d record is held by Brezelean 2.33 4-5*
three
months, and the change in the mechan
cooking purposes, and one
whose convenience or necessities will be
ism is such that the/worn out part is replaced
said to be by Gen. Lightfoot; dam Brigh- tt e colt that held the 2-year-old record last
by the new without the usual running down
pound of Cottolene will do
ton Girl. Then we were told that she was yi ai. He^is very well bred being by Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass. served thereby.
of the entire mac nine. You don’t have to
All communications intended for tbe conas much as two pounds of
by Kentucky Knox, a son of Gen. Light- B •own Vilkes 2.21%, dam Olive 2.31%, ;Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, $5.
stop for repairs. Purge away with Brandreth’s Pills the old, diseased and worn out
lard or butter, and it costs
Cures others,'will cur©sou 8idera ion of the Board at tbe December
foot and Brighion*Girl, then that she was b; Lakeland’s Abdallah; second dam by
body. They are purely vegetable, absolutely
meeting should he forwarded to the Sec
less than either.
by Kennebec Knox, and again that she waB M ambrino Patcben, third dam of Mambriharmless, and safe to take at any time.
retary
at
once
;
and
all
parties
who
desire
Kate
2.24.
.
_
Every
housekeeper
that
by Gen. Lightfoot; dam Brighton Girl by m
that their cases should be acted on at the
Francis P. by Sir Nutwood has a threetries Cottolene will find in
Kentucky Knox, etc., etc. We remember
Clicago meeting should immediately notify
ar-old
record
of
2.35%,
the
four-year-old
the bay mare Brighton Girl, and we be- y<
it just what she wants.
tbe secretary to that effect.
lieve that her breeding is untraced. As re cord is held by Dot 2.29%. Dexter by
Beware of imitations—get
The Board of Review is empowered to
we understand it now this mare was bred to P ter Blair has a faster record and though
the genuine of your grocer.
act in place of the full Board, with the
Gen. Lightfoot, the produce being the bi ed here, made his record up in Canada,
N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.r
same authori y and jurisdiction, and at the
lothep
four-year-old
with
a
very
creditaborse Kentucky Knox, who in turn sired A
CHICAGO, and
above
meetings
will
consider
business
aris

6 Central Wharf, Boston.
Dolly H, 2 25%. If we are not right we bl j race record is Almont Wilkes 2.31%*
ing in each and all of th a districts.
are willing to be corrected.
Si veral green horses have beaten 2.35, and
«
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For Scrofula'

Will TO EAT

Catarrh

Rheumatism

GOTTOLENE

AVER’S
Sarsaparilla
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TRACK AND STABLE.

SEASON OF* 1893.
1-4 Mlle in 30 Sec.

18 Mile in 15 Sec.

BAYARD WILKES
2.15,
In sixth heat of a race which he won. Winner of three faster heats in a race
than any horse ever owned in Maine.

Sire of

Sire ALCANTARA 2.23 at 4 years.
Chronos............................ 212J I
Nightingale...................... 2.13$
Bayard Wilkes.................2.15 |
Allen Lowe....................... 2.161 |
And 43 others in

Whining.............................. 2.17.
Miss Alice............................. 2.171
Raven.....................................2.181
Attractive............................. 2.181
2.30 list.

Autograph............................. 2.18$
Georgia H......................... 2.191
Empress Eugenie................ 2.191
Alnambra............................... 2.20

ist dam BARCENA, trial 2.28, Dam of Bayard Wilkes 2.15;
Bertha, full sister to Bavard Wilkes (dam of Diablo 2.14t, at 3 yrs.) and
Alaric, sire of Victor B. 2.201, by Bayard 2.31, sire of Kitty Bayard 2.12J
(world’s race record over half mile track), and 12 others in 2.30 list; eon
of Pilot, Jr., sire of the dams of Maud 8. 2.081, Jay-Eye-See 2.06| pacing
and 2.10 trotting.

2d dam BLANDINA, dam of six sons and one daughter Barcena, that have produced 2.30 performers, by Mambrino Chief.

3d dam the BURCH MARE, dam of Donald 2.27 and Rosa
lind 2.2U, by Parker’s Brown Pilot.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cur > Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
tee ling troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Ca joria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

TERMS S1OO.OO BY THE SEASON,
Pavable at time of service, with free return the following year to mares not proving in foal.
' AU engagements must be made in writing and blanks for that purpose will be iurnished
on application.

Limited to 40 First-Class Mares.
Season commences March lBt, closes July 151h.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED TO

C. P. DRAKE, - - - Lewiston, Maine.

:::: OR. FRANKLIN
No. 2777.
Race Record. 2.31;
Tliial, 2.22.
Timed Maine State
Fair in 1892, half in 1.11 1-2.
SIBED

Castoria,

“ Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Abohkr, M. D.,
Ill Sc. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y

•* Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hopo the day is not
far distant when, mothers will consider the real
interest
5?Rldren, and use Castoria in
stead of if; JSSD^Y^quack nostrums which are
deotroyi f
' i wed ones, by forcing opium,
morgfeti i* C
syrup and other hurtful
agprill (jfcX) tflzlr throats, thereby sending
them to pLJaaatnre graves.”
Dn. J. F. Kinchkloe,
Conway, Ark.

Our physicians in the children’s depart
ment have spoken highly of their expert
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only ha^h among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that ths
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mast.
Allen C. Smith, f¥es.,

The Centaur Company, 71 Murray Street, New York City,

THE MORRIS M. ATTACHMENT

ID-A-IM: BT

LB"X"

OLD GEN. KNOX.

Castoria.

IS THE ONE THING NEEDFUL FOR

Winthrop Morrill. SmaJiSawtaBMEls
|

FALL
SEASON

| | |
■ ■ >

Lt Supersedes the Surcingle*
It Can JBe Adjusted to Any Blanket.
It Always Keeps the Blanket in J^lace.
It Prevents Sore Backs.

PAYABLE IN ADVANCE, OR SATISFACTORY NOTE.
USUAL RETURN PRIVILEGE.

THE COLT FARM
239 Minot Avenue. AUBURN, MAINE.

ELLIOTT’S

ELLIOTT’S

Maine Horse Agency..

Maine Horse Agency.

FOR SALE.

HOUSES Foil SALE.

No. 1.—Brown gelding, 4years old; 15.2; 1000
lb«. This 1h a very rich looking horse, one of
No.l.—Black gelhing, 5 years old, 15.1, 900 lbs.,1t the
most pleasing roadsters, and can pace a
handsome, stylish, nicely gaited; can show|;iuil •35 clip.
______
mile in 2h2. Shonld oe ’30 horse in ’93.
2.—Black mare, 6 yt‘ars old, 15.3, 1,000 lbs.,i No. 2.—Chestnut mare, 5 years old; 15 3;
reoord 2.40 this season, after weaning colt. This
1026 lbs. Handsome and bloodlike; very easy
is a good actor in a race, game, and should trott and
fast roadster; can ahow a’50 clip.
very fast, when fully de eloped.
No 3.-Black stallion, 6 years old, 15.3, 1,100)
No. 3 —Bay mare, 4 years old; 15.3; 1050 lbs.
lbs., sired by Black Pilot, 2.30; dam bv Victor, She
Is very clean looking, nice coated, and
2.23; he can show be ter than a *^0 clip. Wi'h thej has
head and neck of rare beauty. She is a
opportunity, he would b a tirst-clasM stock horse, free aroadster,
nice gaited, anjl fit lor carryall
a trotter or an ideal gent’s roadster.
j buggy.
No. 4 —Brown gelding, 4 years old, 15.2, 1,000
lbs., a very handsome horse, an ideal roadster, and1
No. 4.—Seal brown gelding, 10 years old;
can pace a ’3u clip.
15.1: 950 lbs. A horse of extremely nice proNo. 5 —Bay mare, 15.1, 900 lbs., sired by Black. portion; very neat in every point; a very
Pilot, 2.30; 1st dam by Dor heater, by Dictator;’ powerful little horse, an untiring roadster,
2nd dam by Gilbrefh Knox; in foal to Dare Wilkes,’ and can pace a’85 clip.
he by Charlie Wilkes, 2.21; dam, Martha Wilkes,
2.08.
1
5.—Beautiful dark gray gelding, 5 years
No. 6.—Standard bred bay mare, 5 years old by7 old;
16.2; 1060 lbs. A very shapy, fine looking
Nelson. She good size, good looking, and I be.. horse
lieve fast with handling. Would make an excell buggy.and roadster, suitable for carryall or
ent brood mare.
No. 7.—Filly 5 months, by Also-So, 2.20|; dam1 No. 6.—Bay mare, 16 hands; 1100 lbs. ’50 clip
by Black Pilot, etc. A good individual.
No 8 —Fillie, yearling by Bayard Wilkes, 2.15;’ No. 7.—Bay stallion, 6 years old; 15.3; 1100
dam by Daniel Boone.
lbs. Can show mile better than 2 40.
No. 9 and 10.—Fillies, yearliDgs and wean
lings, by Bavard Ailkes; dam by Messengerr No. 8.—Bay mare Rosa Morrill, 10 years old;
Wilkes- 2.23; 2nd dam by Winthrop Morrill, etc.
sire, Winthrop Morrill; 1st dam by Dolbier’s
p Have scores of others, equally as good, on myf Ethan Allen, 2d dam by Flying Eaton. In
sale list. Can sell colts not quite standard bred,> foal to Bayard Wilkes. Has produced six
but well-bred, and good individuals for very lowr foals.
prices. Write.for descriptions.
No. 9.—AU - Rosa. First prize winner at
Maine State Fair for standard bred foal of
F. B. ELLIOTT,
1892. Sire, All-So 2 201 (exhibition furlong
in 151 sec.). 1st dam, Rosa MorriU (see above).

Bowdoinham, Maine.
No. 10.—Bay colt by All-So. 2.20); 1st dam,
Nelsonia, by Nelson 2.10; 2d dam by Boyer’s
Mambrino Pilot; 8d dam by Tom Hal; 4th
dam by Grey Eagle. Nelsonia was awarded
first premium for fctandard-bred brood mare
ol any age at Maine State Fair, 1802.

THE MORRIS M. BLANKET ATTACHMENT is extensively used by th
leading Stock Farms and Training Stables, East and West, including Miller & Sibley
J. H. Shults, Robert Steel, Col. Jacob Ruppert, and B. J. Treaey; also by Adams,
Express Co., the Street Railways of N. Y. City, N. Y. Condensed Milk Co., etc., etc

NANCY HANKS, 2 04:
“ I can cheerfully endorse the Morris M. Blanket Attachment. I am using them1
generally in my stables and on Nancy Hanks, Axtell, Jack, and Alexes.
Yours truly,
BUDD DOBLE.”
STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO., Carriage Builders, tay:
“ It does away, entirely, with the use of surcingle. We have no doubt this is the
coming Attachment, and every gentleman owning a horse should have one.”
ARMS & CO., THE WELL KNOWN WESTERN SHIPPERS, Bay:
“ We believe it will be universally used in place of the old style surcingle. For
shipping purposes it is unparalleled.”
It is humane, practical, cheap.
price list to the manufacturers,

n3.«

Ask your harness dealer for it, or send forr

MORGAN & CO., 28 Warren Street, New York City.

|
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c
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Have many others for sale, including large
hay mare by Nelson, bay yearling by Nelson,
colts by Messenger Wilkes 2.23, Bayard Wilkes
2 28) (exhibition furlong in 15 sec.), and brood
mares and foals by Maine’s best stallions.
W Write for full descriptions.

F. B. ELLIOTT,

<2ft-TFi*jf

BOWDOINHAM, MAINE.

FOR

SALE!

1

W. W. Rose of Canton has a very hand
some youDg horse in the two-year-old stal
lion by The Seer 2.19J^; dam by Daniel
Boone. He is broken gaited but has plenty
of nerve and will learn to go fast.
The fastest heat ever trotted or paced in
a race in Vermont is the 2.18% of the
pacer Ned Winslow at Brattleboro. New
Hampshire’s fastest mile is the 2.19 of
Jewett at Nashua.
The great sire Egbert, one of the most
potent sons of Hambletonian 10 and sire of
fifty-two 2.30 performers, will go under
the hammer to the highest bidder at Wood
ard & Shanklin’s January sale at Lexing-*
ton, Ky.
Charles W. Coville of Lewiston is the
owner of a speedy pacing mare by Aral
2.25^. This mare has a weanling filly
foal, by Bayard Wilkes. She is the color
of her sire and is a pacer, with very rapid
action.
Budd Doble has arrived at Cumberland
Park with Martha Wilkes,Reina,Jack and a
two-year-old filly by Axtell. It is his inten
tion to book Martha Wilkes and Reina double
and drive them against the record of Bell®
Hamlin and Honest George 2.12%.
Some think that it will make a difference
of $10,000 in the price that Stainboul will
bring, by Kremlin trotting in 2.07% at
Nashville, as Stamboul held the record at
2.08. In which case the old adage that
“Time is money” receives a striking illus
tration.
John Morrill of Sumner has got a nice
six month old colt by Artemus Jr. He is a
dark bay with black points. Mrs. Morrill
has taken care of him. She has given him
plent of milk and oats and he looks like a
little horse.
L. TT. Bisbee of Sumner, Me., has a
pacing year old colt by Little Fred, by
Robinson D.; dam Blind Polly by Gold
Bird. This colt looks and acts very much
like the famous Belle Chase.
B. F. & F. H. Briggs of Maple Grove
Farm have recently purchased a very hand
some tbree-year-old filly of Hon. M. N.
McK ’ ick of Calais. She is by Messenger
Willo s; dam by Mr. McKnsick’s well
kno^n horse Olympns, son of Almont; 2d
dam by Burnt Back, a well known Eastern
horse.
As one reflects on the marvellous manner in which Hambletonian’s blood has
produced trotting speed, through all its
branches, both male and female, it leads to
the inevitable conclusion that Hambletoniin contributed far more to the forma
tion cf a breed of trotters than any other
horse.
t
Alcantara, with four of his get will le
exhib ted at the National Horse Show in
Madison Square Garden. The four colts
selected are Mahlon 2.22%, at four years;
George II 119%, at four years; Curio 2.25,
at two years; and Resolute Wilkes 2.30, at
three years. These records were all made
this yen rand each colt is not over four
year? < f age.
We note that Lucifer by Lightning, out
of Morning 2.30, by Mambrino Pilot, has
two in thre 2.30 list. Lucifer was bred by
the lat: Lr. Ellwood Harvey of Chester,
Pa., as also was Morning.
Several years
ago we were visiting Dr. Harvey at his
home at Chester. As he made his rounos
among his patienis one day we accompanied
him, and chatted on the way from one
house to the next. He was driving Lucifer
and as “horse” was our iheme the matter
of names came up, and the doctor told us
that Lucifer was named for the passage
which speaks of “Lucifer son ofwthe Morn
ing-”
It is a well known fact that the original
policy of the Jewett Stock Farm was not
to develop the young stock. Two years
ago this policy was reversed, and with the
covered track the results have been simply
astonishing. Here are some of the figures :
Of the stock that has been handled in this
covered track two yearlings have records,
Rollo, 2.28%, and Viotta, 2.27, making
Jerome Eddy the only stallion outside of
California to put two^yearlings in the 2 30
list. Then there is a two-year-old that has
a record of 2 18%, two three-vear-olds
with records of 2.15% and 2 17%, a four
year-old with a record of 2,17, a five yearold with a record of 2 19%? and a trial of
2.12%. These figures speak louder than
the most eloquent words.
New England Trotting Horse Breeders’
Association—The officers of the association to be elected at the annual meeting
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 1892, are a president
and two vice presidents from each New
England state, and a treasurer.
The by-laws of the association provide
that “officers are to be nominated by a
committee of five appointed by the execu
tive committee.
The names of any member may be added to the list of candidates
upon motion from the flipr.”
This committee have attended to that
du’y, and submit the following names :
President, John E. Thayer; vice presi
dents, F. H. Briggs, M. T. Pooler, Maine,
W. F. Daniels, F, L. Gerald, New Hampshire; H. T. Cutts. Seward Webb, Ver
mont; J. Malcomb Forbes, H. G. Wood,
Massachusetts; J. S. Brown, Fred E. Per
kins, Rhode Island; 8. H. Rundle, A. C.
Hall, Connecticut; treasurer, J. R. Graham.
Respectfully yours,
C. M. Jewett, Secretary.

This gelding stands nearly 16 hands
high, goes all sound, and weighs 1,050
lbs., chestnut in color, a nice looker
and actor, safe and pleasant driver, and
can go to his record. One of the best
campaigners that ever scored for the
word, always a money winner, and a
very fast sleigh horse. Here is a geld
ing that you can use about your busi
ness and go down the road in any com
pany, or a 5-heat race if necessary.
Will be sold for $350, and whoever
gets him will be thoroughly pleased.
Write quick.

E. A. DREW ,Waltham, Mass.

Of Other Medicines Failed
4 Bottles of Hood's Sarsapwrilla,
Cured.
For all diseases or affections caused by im
pure blood or low state of the system, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is unequalled. Read this:
“ It is with pleasure that I tell of the great
benefit I derived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla*.
For 6 years I have been badly afflicted with

Erysipelas
breaking out with running sores during hot
ummer months. I have sometimes not been
able to use my limbs for two months at a time.
Being induced to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I
got one bottle last spring; commenced usingit; felt so much better, got two bottles more;
took them during the summer, was able to da
my housework, and

Walk Two Miles
which I had not done for two years. Think I
am cured of erysipelas, and recommend any
person so afflicted to use

Hood's Sarsaparilla
Four bottles has done more for me than $200
worth of other medicine. I think it the best
blood purifier known.” Mrs. H. D. West,
Church street, Cornwallis, N. S.
1IOOI»N
cure liver ills, consti
pation, biliousness, jaundice, sick headache.

Send 10 cents for a subscription to a lively
matrimonial journal for old and youug. Ad
dress Orange Blossoms, 1 armouthport,
je9-x-ly

FOR SALE!
Bay geldin# JIM HIATT, 2.28J,
foaled in 1884; sired by Young Jim,
by George Wilkes; dam by American
Clay, 2d dam by Grey Eagle. JIM
MATT the latter part of the past two
seasons has proved himself a good race
horse and is sure to beat 2.20 when
given an opportunity, having shown
halves at that rate this season.
O’*For further particulars and price
address
w g LAM8ON>
027 tf

In these days of adulteration and fraud, in
all branches of business a»d pursuits, it is
pleasing to know that there is one medicine
prepared which is strictly pure. Such a
medieine is Sulpher Bitters in curing scrofula;
\ ou can depend on them every time. W. B.
Evert3, A. M., Charleston, S. C.
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LADY AGENTS

Augusta, Ma inis.

Hili Sale
MAINE
HORSES
-------- BY THE----------

MAINE HORSE AGENCY,
-------- AT THE----------

Enterprise Stables, 105 Beverly St.
Boston, Mass., about Dec. 6.
Sale is designed to bring together the
fast horses and fine roadsters of Maine
THIS
wl ich are for sale, and the many buyers who

prefer Maine horses to any other.
Send in full descriptions for catalogue at
once. Number limited.
If you have good horses take advantage of
this Special Sale at this popular Stable, and
get good money for them.
ADDRESS

Elliott’s Nlai iB Horse Agency,

Honest.

tiik trotting gelding

NUTWOOD JR. 2.29 1-4.

$200 WORTH

BOWDOINHAM, MAINE.
"V

FORSALE.
Elegant Pair oj Mahogany
Hay Geldings.

ANTED for SOMETHING NEW. Every
O white, full manes and tails, five and six
lady buys one. We supply agents with
goods, and they pay us when sold. Send years old, 16 hands strong, 2200 pounds, carry
for illustrated circulars and terms. VALON their heads high, good knee action, stylish, kind
MANUFACTURING CO., No. 2 W. 14th street, in all harness, can show 2.50 gait doube; bred
New York City.
o28 ed-X
alike, one being by Glenarm 2.28%, the other by a
son of Inca; both out of Knox mares by Whale
tAfAMTCn Good Canvasser; alary and ex- bone Knox and Gen. Custer. Sound and smootht
vvnil I LU. penses from start sstady work: ree from tricks.
good chance for advancement.
BROWN
. BROS, CO., Nurserymen, Rochester, N.Y.
J. E. FAIRBANKS, Lewiston. Me.
I
sl3-ed-X8m
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The Praise of Idleness.

Young Aime Maillard, the great com
poser, was at the time of our story a
member of a rhetorical class. The pro
fessor gave as the subject of an essay:
“The Praise of Idleness.” On the day
appointed the themes were handed in by
all the pupils except Maillard.
“Sir,” said the professor, “I have had
nothing from you yet!”
“Here it is,” replied the young rhetori
cian, as he placed a roll of paper on the
n" ster’s desk and returned to his seat.
he professor turned over the sheets one
t one; nothing but blank pages met hie
t d. Turning to the pupil he angrily ex
c aimed:
“Trying to make a fool of me, eh?”
“No, sir,” quietly remarked Aime Mail
lard; “I only thought that the highest
tribute you could bestow on idleness was
simply to do nothing.”—Petit Lyonnais.

The
mate is
ani-mated
when he
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C >rn in tlie Husk.

in season.
The quid
warms his
heart, gives

•‘great hopes.”
Most for
your money.

Sold
[ Everywhere 111

LIGHT AND AIRY.
A Love Tail.

[Showing the beauties of English orthography*)
A pretty made went out won day,
’Twas in the summer thyme.
But at a style maid paws to say,
“Ah, know! I cannot clime!”

“Then in the would suppose we wrest?”
Sew I made haste to say—
“And wen the son is inn the west
Wheel take our homeward weigh.”

Her cheek was read, her smile was suit,
Soft shown her eyes of blew.
And threw the grass her dainty feat
Seemed just as if they flue.
Then boulder groan, my love I tolled,
I offered hart and hand,
And with a wring of purest gold
I ceiled Jove’s mystic banned.
—E. T. Corbett in Life.
He Felt Hurt.

He was all ready to go. His satcheL, um
orella and canes were waiting oa the
veranda of a big Saratoga hotel. He
stepped inside to thq clerk s desk, handed
over a dime and asked for a postage stamp
The clerk passed it out, and with it eight
cents change.
“How’s this?” inquired the guest in sur
prise. “Some mistake.”
“You gave me a dime.”
“I know it.”
“Then what’s the matter?”
“You’ve only taken out two cents for the
stamp.”
“Hey?”
“I say there’s a mistake, young man
You charged me seventeen dollars foi
three days’ board, and I gave the head
waiter two dollars, and the waiter whe
served me a dollar or so more. Every bell
boy who has waved a whisk broom my way
gathered in about ten cents a wave, and 1
paid forty cents to be shaved and sever
cents for a newspaper. I’ve had a real nice
quiet time in your town, and just as I am
going home with sweet memories of this
quiet, frugal spot you dispel the whole
thing by charging only two cents for a post
age stamp. I can’t stand it. Say it was a
mistake, old fellow; say you had so many
things.to think of you made a slip, and
take a dime for this stamp. It’s worth it
my boy. By by,” and the light hearted
guest threw a dime on the counter and
was gone. A shade of surprise crossed the
clerk’s face. He picked up the dime and
dropped it in the change drawer.
“Front,” he said, “pitcher of ice water to
No. 970.”—New York Tribune.
A Modern Evil.

“Here is another blow at the institu
tion of matrimony,” said a cross looking
man the other day as he ran his eye over
the advertisements in the daily paper.
“What is it?” asked a curious by
stander.
“A furnishing store which sells all
sorts of gentlemen’s clothing with a guar
antee that it is to be kept in order for a
whole year. It was bad enough when
The Adversary put it into the head
some one to start a ‘chaperon bureau.’
Modern inventions are making the sexes
entirely too independent of each other.
I don’t approve of it at all.”—Kate
Field’s Washington.
DOCTORS’ SIGNS.

The first thing that strikes the eye on a
prescription is a sign like a big R with a
long tail. This stands for the word
“recipe,” and means, being addressed to
the dispenser, “take thou;” that is, “pro
vide thyself faith the articles which fol
low.”
When the drugs have been ordered and
the water sufficient to dissolve them—gen
erally a considerable quantity—there is
peen a large M with a line drawn through
it. This stands for “Misce ut fiat mi itura,”
or, in other language, “Mix these ingredi
ents so that they may form a mixture.”
Next the instructions as to how the pa
tient is to take the medicine are given.
They may run thus, “S. c. m. II. 4 h.”
This, being interpreted, signifies, Sumat,
let him—i. e., the patient—take, cochlearia
duo, two . large or tablespoonfuis—4
stands for quartis and h. for horis—to
gether, every four hours.
Sometimes may be seen “Ft. hsr. p. r. n.
s.” “Ft.” means that “hst,” or baustus, a
draft, may be formed. “P. r. n.” imply
Pro re nata, as the occasion may be born;
in simpler words, when required. “S.” is
sumendus, i.e.» to be taken.
A draft ordered to be taken at bed
time would be prescribed “h. s. s.” The
first two letters mean bora somni, or ar the
hour of sleep. The second s. is sumend us
again.
Physicians use many idioms. For in
stance, “ex lacte” means in milk. “Ex
aqua sumenda,” to be taken in water.
‘Tusse urger.le” (ablative absolute), when
the cough is troublesome. “Mistura ad
tussim” is a mixture for a cough.—Boston
Herald.

AUBURN TRUST CO.
Recommends the following list of

3E3 O KT TD S»
After a careful examination of the property and
Investigation as to the validity of the issue :
Berlin Aqueduct Company of Berlin Falls, N. H.,
5 p°r cent. 20 year gold bonds.
Maine and New Hampshire Granite Company,
5 per cent. 10 20 year gold bonds.
Battle Creek, Mich., Electric Railway Company,
6 per cent. 20 year gold bonds.
Black Rocks & Salisbury Beach Railway Co.,
Mass., 5 per cent. 20 year gold bonds.
Municipal Security Company, Portland, Me.,
per cent, bonds, due 1896.
Further particulars given on application.
We also offer 4 per [cent, interest, payable
semi-annually on deposits, exempt from taxa
tion, amply secured by more than $<160,000.

Never put corn in hot water to boil. I
have used the following recipe for
years for cooking green corn, and every
one who-has eaten it declares it perfect. DEPOSITS RECEIVED SUBJECT TO CHECK*
First, buy good corn. In selecting be
sure that the silk at the end of each ear
Safe Deposit Boxes to rent by the quarter cr
is brown; .then open each ear, and by
pressing the finger nail in one of the year at very low prices. Correspondence Solicited.
kernels see that the milk flows freely.
------- o-------Remove the outside husks and take all
the silk from the ear, leave the inside
husks on, put in a kettle of cold water.
To every six ears put one tablespoonful
of salt and three tablespoonfuls of sugar;
AUBURN, MAINE.
place kettle on tire and let boil just five
minutes after it comes to a boil. It will
Capital Paid in, $130,000.
then be perfect. Serve wfith husks on,
covered with a large napkin.—New York
SAMUEL F. MERRILL, President.
GEORGE C. WIhG, Vice-President.
Herald.
JAMES F. ATWOOD. Treasurer.

AUBURN TRUST CO.

THE SPENT Bill.
By R & KNEEDLER.

CHAPTER L

“Have I forgotten something?”
“Did I ever tell you that story about
Jason Brigham, the man without a past?
Ah, 1 thought not! Well, if you care tc
spend the fag end of the night listening
to an uncommon incident I’ll spin the
yarn. Our train don’t start until seven,
and it isn’t worth while to go to bed at
four.”
The speaker was the major. For the
purposes of this story that is all that
need be said of him, perhaps. However,
a better all around newspaper man one
would not find anywhere; a mote com
panionable fellow one would not care to
meet. Wo were the last ones left in the
major’s den in The Tribune office, for
the paper had gone to press and the
night gang had deserted the rooms.
That we remained was due to the fact
that our annual outing was at hand, and
at seven a. m. we were to cut away for
two Weeks—the major making a flying
trip south, 1 going for a little fishing up
near the Sault Ste. Marie.
“Light a fresh cigar,” said the major,
handing one of his favorite black weeds
over. “It will help keep you awake if
the story don’t. Tough work this, tell
ing stories, but it’s better than missing a
train for the sake of catching a nap that
at best would make a fellow feel stupid,
80 here goes.
“I guess you know that in seventy I was
on the Memphis Avalanche. There was
no end of good fellows in town then, and
the papers were holding up a long string
of bright men who were doing ‘space
work.’ It was a kind of haven for the
fellows who were drifting north or south
—a half. way house where they staid
awhile to recruit. As a matter of fact I
was doing a little recruiting myself, and
had a sort of brevet place on the city
staff, which enabled mo to pay the rent
of a room and cherish a faith that 1
might eventually liquidate my board bill
if no unforeseen bad luck befell me. 1
came into the office one night, and the
city editor said to me:
“Gilman, wo have a new man on the
police work tonight—just arrived from
St. Louis—and looks a little the worse
for wear. Jones is on a spree and I put
him on. Hadn’t you better take him
home and look after him?”
“Well,” I replied, “I’m used to almost
all kinds of bedfellows, and I guess 1
can stand it if he isn’t too bad.”
“There is something about him 1
fancy,” replied the city editor, “rather
something that appeals to mQ. I’m not
usually susceptible to that sort of thing,
but this new man looks to mo as though
he would stand some care, and I knew 1
could ask you without your feeling
offended.*
“In other words, you knew I wouldn't
be particular who I roomed with,” I re
torted laughingly.
And so the matter was settled. Really
the man dropped out of thought until
the nub of the night was passed and the
work well out of the way. I was vague
ly conscious when he came in and sat
down at his desk, though the boys kept
dropping in and going out all evening,
but along about two o’clock 1 finished
my assignment, turned in the last page
of copy and lit my pipe. Then I thought
of the new arrival, and looked over to
where he was sitting. His head rested
on his arms as they lay folded on the
desk in front of him. I thought him
asleep. He was of middle height, slender
in build, with a full head of dark hair,
and hands that had been tanned by the
wind and sun. After watching him
awhile I went over and laid a hand on
his shoulder to waken him, but he looked
up instantly, and said in a wonderf ully
sweet voice, “Have I forgotten some
thing?”
“No, I guess not,” I replied; “what
makes you ask?”
“I don’t know,” and he stammered a
littlo in confusion, “but sometimes I
have a feeling that I have forgotten
what I set out to do. Are you the gen
tleman the city editor spoke to me
about?”
“He said you would share my lodg
ings,” I replied. “Shall we go now?”
Now it was plain to me what the city
tditor meant when he said this mkn ap
pealed to him. I could not define the
cause, but I experienced the sensation.
The stranger’s features were regular,
clean cut. His forehead was of medium
height, broad and intellectual, his nose
was straight and fine, his eye a trifle
too large, perhaps, but with a wonderful
light in it which gave it a mysterious
hold upon one’s thoughts. A brown
mustache drooped over his mouth. It
was a good face, but there was absent
from it that firmness which is the ex
pression of virile manhood. 'It was
wanting in resolution, in purpose, and1
yet it was such a face as inspired confi
dence and gave assurance of fast friend
ship. It called forth sympathy eveni
when one sought to elude it. In other‘
words, it was a face that a Christ mighti
wear, or such a mask as a devil might as
sume to trap the unwary. In my time I
have thought it was both—but I am get
ting ahead of my story.
In thote days, when we were “meet
ing up,” as we used to say, with so many
good fellows, we sometimes overlooked
the little formalities of conventional as
sociation with our fellow men, so I did
not even ask the new man his name un
til the next evening. We chatted in a,
desultory way about a score of common-

piace tnings connected witn our worn.
He said he had just arrived from “up
country,” and I took it for granted that
he bad drifted down from Chicago or St.
Louis, on the regular fall campaign,
which always wound up in New Or
leans. It was plain enough that he was
not an “old rounder;” but he did not ap
pear a novice, for he did his work very
well, as things went in those days. No
very heavy assignments fell to him at
first. In fact, I think he was kept among
the cotton factors, looking up the new
crop, which was ,}ust beginningto move.
I was home before him the second
night, for having shown him the way
and given him a nightkey, which the
landlady relinquished with more or less
reluctance, I took it for granted he could
find his way in himself. Feeling *n a
reminiscent mood, I was sitting bj -the
open window taking a good night smoke
and looking out on the magnolia trees in
the garden opposite, where the moon
light shone so brightly that one could
see the red and waxlike berries that suc
ceed the perishable blossoms. I was
wrapped pretty deeply in thought and
nodding a bit, maybe, when my new
chum came in, and, throwing off his hat,
stretched himself wearily in a big arm,
chair near by.
' “We have been in the thick of the
work,” I said, “and that must be my ex
cuse for not formally introducing myself
to you. Then we haven’t seen much of
each other and are not likely to, except
as we meet at turning in time. My
name is Gilman, and yours is”----“Brigham, Jason Brigham,” he re
plied.
“Well, now that we know each other
we will get along better,” I said. “I
suppose that, like the rest of us, you are
merely drifting'through.”
“Yes, merely drifting,” was his an
swer. I looked at him. His face was
in the moonlight, and it wore a curious
expression of unutterable sadness, such
as I have never seen since on any man’s
face. Yet there was not the shadow of
an emotion about it. It was a negative
sadness—a mere deepening of its normal
expression. We sat silent for some time,
he looking out in the peaceful moonlight
scene, 1 furtively studying his counte
nance. Then he said:
“I wish the city editor had assigned
some one else to do the Sufferer’s ball
tomorrow night.”
“Oh, you are booked for that, are you?
Lucky fellow. There will ba fair maids
galore, gallant men, plenty of dancing
and no mean spread in the supper room.
Brigham, you are to be congratulated.
I’ll stay up to hear you go into ecstacies
over it when you get back here.”
“It is not exactly in my line,” re
sponded Brigham, “and I am not pre
pared to present myself in evening dress.”
“Give yourself no uneasiness on that
score. Wiley has a dress suit, and it will
just about fit you. He will be delighted
to loan it to you—if for nothing else, to
let you know he has it.”
“Well, I’d rather stick to the cotton.
It has been a long time since I moved in
feminine society, and I fear I have lost
the fine art of making myself agreeable.”
“I’ll trust you for that. Where was
your home originally? I take it you are
an eastern man—a New Yorker, per
haps?”
As I asked the question he looked at
me quickly, as though seeking to divine
my purpose—as a man might who had
some reason for not caring to have his
past probed into too rudely. Then he
passed his hand across his forehead in a
vacant way, and said slowly and with
evident effort:
“You must excuse me, but—but some
how my memory is strangely treacher
ous, and—I—do not remember—I can
not tell you.”
“I beg your pardon,” I replied. “Let
me assure you I had no intention of pre
suming upon our short acquaintance to
seek to know anything of your affairs
which you would rather should not
be known. The question was asked
thoughtlessly enough.”
“And it was a natural one,” he said.
“I wish I could answer it, but I cannot.”
“Say no more about it,” I replied,
knocking the ashes outW my pipe. “The
morning stars—that is, the vegetable and
fish venders—will soon be singing to
gether under our window. Let us go
to bed and get well to sleep before the
chorus begins.”
Deuced strange, I thought, that this
man should be so manifestly reluctant
to tell me of his past. Wliat secret did
it hold that he was so chary about? He
did not look like a criminal—like a man
who had done something which made
him a fugitive or an Ishmael. But there
was the hard fact of his evident embar
rassment when the question was asked.
It aroused my curiosity, but it did not
make me shun him. 1 had nothing to
lose—perhaps that was the reason I only
felt piqued at my guest’s disinclination
to talk about what men most glibly talk
of under such circumstances. But that
was his affair, not mine.
CHAPTER II.

He was too thoroughly master of the
situation.
Memphis was not a large place in seventy, but it was lively and bursting with
the new energy of an awakened commerual life. It combined in a remarkable
degree the two social extremes of the
south—the delightful, luxuriant culture
of the old “before the war” days and the
energetic, aggressive spirit of the new
cult which was to plant a victor’s ban
ner on the soil. The town was the gate
way of the Yazoo delta, that garden spot
of Mississippi whose twin portals are
Memphis and Vicksburg, and on which
the benison of plenty seems to have been
poured. We men of the press were too
cosmopolitan to feel or be susceptible to

any restraint which others might nave
experienced. Hail fellows well met, we
expected and received the courteous
treatment we accorded all men.
As for the ruffian and the braggert,
we were familiar enough with him in the
cities of the north to meet him on his own
ground—by a ready resort to the pistol
when necessary. Into t%e gay social life
of the place we entered with a pleasure
able abandon all the more sincere be
cause the relaxation from work came so
seldom. Thus it was with a good deal
of satisfaction that I learned early in the
evening that I might attend the Suffer
er’s ball, Jones for a wonder being sober
and the rest of the gang all on hand.
But it was close to midnight when, hav
ing donned a clawhammer coat, I pre
sented myself at the door, and looked
around for Brigham. I did not see him
at once, and wandered about lookingjfor
an acquaintance upon whom I might be
stow myself.
I had been in the city long enough to
make some friends, but I couldn’t help
thinking that it would be tiresome work
for my associate on the paper who was
doing that most unenviable of all assign*
ments—reporting an affair where he
knew no one, and would likely be treated
with indifferent grace as a reporter by
the people he did meet. Imagine then
my surprise when I caught sight of the
object of my solicitude the center of a
bevy of fair girls, who were listening to
something he was saying with the most
evident interest. An occasional peal of
laughter showed that his powers as a
rencounter had a humorous subject.
There was no disguising the fact that
Brigham was feeling perfectly at home,
and that he was covering himself and
The Avalanche with glory.
What was Wiley as a society reporter
compared with this brilliant cavalier
who could hold the attention of half a
dozen belles and who looked every inch
the gentleman in & borrowed evening
suit? He was too thoroughly master of
the situation for me to encroach upon
the ground, and I waited until the little
group was broken up by an irruption
of evidently envious cavaliers, when
Brigham strolled off with the sweetest
little bit of femininity imaginable upon
his arm. It was the daughter of the
wealthy cotton factor, Jerome Percival,
and Emily Percival was one of the belles
of the town. Not that kind of a beauty
who overawes one, not the girl who
would be the season’s belle at Saratoga
or Old Point Comfort.
Hers was not the luxuriant southern
beauty you read about, but of the sweeter,
less obtrusive sort, which is associated
with home belongings, a tete-a-tete in
the conservatory—a presence such as
would make almost any sort of place the
dearest spot on earth—brown hair, blue
eyes, red lips, and cheeks that kept their
color all the time. You see I’m not much
of a hand to analyze or describe feminine
beauty, but Emily Percival had the kind
that lasts, that don’t wither after a ball
room season; the kind that comes from
good health, good spirits, innocence and
affection.
“Ah, you here, Gilman?” Brigham
said gayly. “You have met Miss Perci
val? Then help me to thank her for the
aid she has rendered me tonight. I
should have been moping about as a pitia
ble example of the most dejected wall
flower if she had not come to my assist
ance, told me where to get the names of
the guests, found me a messenger, and
raised me from a most forlorn condition
of loneliness into a state bordering on
ecstasy.”
“I have reason to know what a good
Samaritan Miss Percival is,” I rejoined,
“and I also know that it sometimes re-j
quires as high an order of courage to sue-1
cor the wayfarer in these latter days as
it did of old in Judea.”
“Don’t you think it depends a good
deal on the wayfarer?” asked Miss Perci
val.
“I am becoming inordinately vain,”
said Brigham sententiously.
“You needn’t be a bit,” responded the
charming woman on his arm. “I meant
that there are some depths of distress so
heartrending that even the Pharisees
would relent and take pity on them.”
“Consider me the embodiment of woe
then,” said Brigham, as the orchestra be
gan to play a waltz quadrille, “and as a
further evidence of your gifts as a min
istering angel give this dance to me.”
“He will do very well,” I thought, as I
stepped back out of the way of the dan
cers and watched the couple float by me
in the graceful movement of the qua
drille. “He will do very well, but it’s
deucedly strange that a fellow like that
should be so manifestly anxious to con
ceal his identitv ”
CHAPTER HI.
I didn’t see much of Brigham for a
Week or two. A change in the force
moved me up to the post of editorial
writer, though the staff was so flexible
that the editor of one day was apt to be
the police reporter of the next. It was
a kind of free-for-all born of the transi
tion state of things about us. And as a
matter of fact it lent spice to the life we
were leading. It was a lottery in which
all had an equal chance. It might be a
little disappointing for the man at the
top to be asked to step down, but then
there was always a great incentive to the
follow at the bottom before whom was
held out the promise of stepping up.
Brigham and I roomed together still.
It was mutually agreeable, I take it, and
neither one suggested a change. But
though I saw less of him I noticed a
marked change in my roommate. He
was manifestly shaking off the gloom
that seemed to be about him when he
had first come to town. He was not put
ting off an old nature and taking on a
new. but rather was coming into his
rightful possession of gay good huuiv.
and debonair -fellowship. I guessed a
the reason for this when I heard of him
leaving an order with Zimmerman, the
florist, for roses for Miss Percival. My
suspicion was confirmed when on passing
the cotton factor’s home one evening on
my way to the office I saw linn just ring
ing the bell.
It was all very pleasant and quite ro
mantic, I thought cynically, but then
what in the deuce did this young Bo
hemian, with not even expectations, mean
by paying attentions to the daughter of a
man whose fortune was away up in
G; who owned half a dozen cotton places
and held mortgages on a score of others;
who shipped his cotton to New Orleans
on his own boats and could. afford to

gratify every taste ot a luxurious lire.
Brigham was not a fortune hunter. I
felt sure of that. He was only doing |
what any other young fellow of parts
would have done if placed in the same
position—cultivating the acquaintance of
a delightful woman. But then—was it |
right for a man who was afraid of his
past, who did not dare tell where his
home had been or who were his associ
ates. to do that?

dizzy when 1 touch it, but it gives me no
pain.”
“Come, come, Brigham, a man don’t
get a crease like that along the side of
his cranium without retaining a vivid
recollection of the event.”
“But I have no recollection of it. If I
had I should tell you. But that is of less
importance than what I walked out here
to say. I must jump right into the mid
dle of it, too, or my courage will fail.
Gilman, I love Emily Percival.”
“If you had expected to surprise me,
let me assure you you did nothing of the
sort. I have eyes.”
“You suspected it?”
“Oh, no; I knew it.”
“Well?”
“I have no advice to offer. Are con
gratulations in order or have you de
clared yourself to the young lady yet?”
“No, I have not. I believe she likes
me—I will not say she loves me. But I
have not felt at liberty to speak to her
upon the subject. As you know, I am
scarcely in a position to ask the daugh
ter of a millionaire to be my wife.”
“That is a weighty consideration,”
I replied steadily and with a purpose
gradually taking shape in my mind.
“But I infer it would not be the most
“What's that?” I asked. “An old wound?” important one to Miss Percival or to her
That was a question I had it in mind father. It would be very natural and
to ask Brigham half a dozen times. But highly proper, however, for them to know
then it is an awkward thing to do, par something of your past. Are you pre
ticularly when you have no occasion to pared to tell them?”
meddle. It was * matter for Brigham ' It was a cruel thing to say, but I did
to settle with his conscience and Miss not mean it should be cruel, nor did it
Percival’s father. And, too, perhaps Miss seem so at the time. But if this man
Percival was very well able to take care could not tell me of the life he had led in
of her own affairs, and needed no help the days and years before I knew him,
from one who would only court the ac- < how much less could he reveal it to the
cusation that he was prompted by jeal sweet, trustful woman he professed to
ousy or spleen if he did interfere. It was love. What right had he to love such a
really nothing to me if a man of indefi-' woman if he did not dare confide in her?
nite and presumably doubtful anteced-1 What thing could he invite her to more
ents paid marked attention to a young barren and cheerless than a heart where
lady of exceptional beauty and un- j some skeleton was in keeping?
But what seemed unkind in the re
doubted social prominence.
Still, I’ll confess that the thing preyed peating did not appear to either anger or
on my mind, and as I got to know hurt Brigham. The j oyousness went out
Brigham better my solicitude intensified, • of his face as the sunshine is blotted by
for I came to like him the more. He a passing cloud, and into his eyes there
was frank and generous and chivalrous.' crept a far away look as of one who was
His morals were above reproach. No seeking to peer into the beyond. It was
appeal was made to him by the needy or an eerie expression of unutterable sad
the, suffering that was not granted, ness, a look such as I fancy must some
though often it left his purse empty oi ( times come into the eyes of the dying
took him on many a weary trampt into . who are reluctant to leave that which
the quarters where the destitute huddled. I they have knowledge of for that they
I remember that one night while I sat know not of. The lines about his mouth
by the window I heard him come up the deepened, the pallor of his cheeks became
street, and just in front of the house more apparent, and dark circles crept up
some one accosted him. It was a man under his eyes. The man seemed to age
who wa£ begging for assistance “for a ten years as I looked at him. Then he
passed his hand over his head in the old,
sick wife and young un.”
“Where are they that you should leave irresolute way, and slowly there came
them at this hour of the night?” I heard . from his lips these words, spoken in piti
able anguish:
Brigham ask.
“I have no past.”
“They uns is up in the boat nigh the
I grew suddenly impatient, and laying
mouth of Wolf river,” responded the
mendicant. “We uns jest pulled in my hand rudely upon his shoulder spoke
there through the chute nigh about sun- i sharply: “My God, man, what do you
down, an’ I cum up town lookin’ fer mean by this imposture? What is there
soutin’ to do, but I couldn’t find nothin’, in your life you fear that men may find
an’ I didn’t hev the heart to go back ta out? Not for my sake tell it, but for the
they uns with nothin’, fer there bein’ | sake of the woman you profess to love.”
“I have told you the truth,” he said
airy thing to eat in the boat.”
“I have half a notion to go up with slowly, and then with gathering force
you and see,” I heard Brigham say, “foi went on: “I have no past. There is a
if what you say is true help must be tradition of one who spurned the Saviour
needed pretty badly, and if it isn’t true and who was bidden to go on forever.
it would be worth the trouble going up Perhaps I am he; but if so, that early sin
there to thrash you for the lie.”
| is mercifully hidden from my knowl
“Don’t take my word fur it, mister, edge. I live only in the present—in to
but give me some meal and taters an’ day—this moment. It is with wonder
meat to tote, and cum long an’ see that 1 that I see children about me in the
streets, for I never was a child. The
don’t tell you no lie.”
faces of the people I meet are strange to
“I’ll do it,” responded Brigham.
“Well, then, I’ll go along,” I said, me, yet I never knew any others. Some
leaning out of the window. “You would times at night I look into the windows
be a fool to go up in that thieves’ den of homes as I pass and see pleasant
alone at this hour. How do you know groups gathered under the lamplight.
this man is not trying to decoy you?”
| But I never knew such a home of my
“I read it in his honest countenance,” own. You talk about your kindred and
responded my roommate with a laugh as your friends to whom you will some time
he struck a match and held it up in the return; but I have neither kindred nor
dirty vacant face of the typical Johnny friends. You keep always asking me
—boat tenant of the Mississippi—one of about my past, my past, but I tell you I
those uneasy vagrants who are always have no past. And then I feel that you
restlessly moving up and down the great doubt me, and that you suspect that per
stream, tramps upon the highway of a haps I have committed some grave crime
for which I fear the knowledge may
nation’s internal commerce.
And nothing could persuade Brigham come to you. You have read the story
not to make the trip. He was set upon of the man without a country. I am a
verifying the fellow’s story, he said, for man without a past.”
“But surely”----if a woman and child were sick and
“Say, you fellows I” broke in a familiar
without food in a Christian land it was
high time some one went to their rescue. voice, and Jones hurried up the hill to
“I may be that way myself some day,” ward us. “I’ve been looking for you all
he said, “and I should like to know I over town, and just met Hannon, who
had not been wholly callous to such ap said he saw you come out this way.
You’re wanted at the office instanter.
peals in my days of good fortune.”
So having offered to accompany him,1 The stockholders held a meeting last
and really fearing for his safety in a night and raised old Ned about the ex
region where murder was done almost penses of the paper, roasted the business
nightly, and where the assassin could find manager for calling for assessments on
ready means to hide his crime and es the stock so often and ordered a general
cape, I perforce had to do what I had cutting down. I’ve just been let out and
said I would, and with a good deal of the ‘old man’ wants to see you for the
grumbling went with him and verified same agreeable purpose, doubtless. It’s
getting cool up this way anyhow, and I’m
what the river rat had said.
But if I have digressed from the thread off tonight for New Orleans. Ta, ta, I’ll
of my narrative it has only been to give see you this evening.”
you an insight into this man’s character, I Brigham and I walked back to the
so that you may know something of the office in silence. I was too busy trying
<
conflicting
emotions I felt when the to reconcile my companion’s strange con
wholly contradictory facts of his career fession with my reason to think much of
were presented to me. For here was one the “old man” or my fate at the office. I
who was prompted apparently by the had no chick to care for and was heart
kindliest sentiments, who was brave and free, so the possibility of discharge gave
generous and tender and trustful. If at me no uneasiness. A bird of passage
times he was despondent and seemed anyway, I had no care for the morrow.
melancholy it would have escaped obser The old Bohemianism asserted itself at
vation, or at least not occasioned solici the very possibility of change. But it
tude on my part, were it not for the was different with Brigham. He was
(
enigmatical
past of which he seemed certainly not so well equipped as I was
jealous. As time went on I grew to look out for number one—and besides
(
strangely
fond of him and he of me. As he was in love. The chances of his
I look back upon those old days I can marrying Emily Percival might be in
i
see
how he clung to me as though he finitesimal—perhaps were—but I could
found a certain support in my stronger understand what his emotions must be
at the possibility of being driven away
nature, as though he hoped that I might at this time. In fact I remembered how
somehow stand between him and his —but that has nothing to do with this
fate.
story.
One sunny afternoon in the late
When we reached the office the man
autumn we were strolling along the bluffs aging editor was waiting for us, and he
below the town, looking out over the said with an abruptness which was per
river and talking of the naval fight when haps assumed for the occasion:
the fleets met and decided the fate of the . “Boys, there has been a general order
beleaguered city.
for the doubling up of work. Three
Brigham was carrying his hat in his men are to be let out, and the choice has
hand, and as the wind tossed back his fallen on Jones, Brigham and Hallam.
hair I noticed above his ear and well I’m sorry, but you know how it is, and
back from his forehead what looked like that will save me making a long story
a deep scar.
of it.”
“What’s that?” I asked, “an old wound
“But, Mr. Blake,” I said, “you must
a relic of a boyhood raid on some inno take into account another thing. I am
cent
neighbor
’
s
orchard,
or
memento
of
going to resign—intended to mention it
'
a more perilous expedition?”
to you last night, but got wind of this,
He put up his hand and ran his fingers and thought probably my resignation
along the white scar, and then said with would be called for anyhow, so I waited.
a1 puzzled expression:
The fact is I am getting tired of Mem
“I’d give a good deal to know how that phis, and had decided to go on down tocame
there, but I don’t. It makes me tpard New Orleans, with the probability
'

I ot visiting some friends m Vicksourg on
the way. So as that will solve the ques
tion for one man, I want to ask you ta
book Brigham for my place. He likes
the town, and can do the work better
than I could.”
“I will not take your place,” said
Brigham, rising. “I see your intent,
Gilman, and I thank you for it, but I
could not stay under those circum
stances.”
“But you must, my dear boy,” I said.
“The thing is no new resolve with me.
Was decided on last night, I assure you.
I want you to stay. All towns are alike
to me and I am at home anywhere.
Memphis has really become a great bore
to me, and I long for the Bayou Cook
oysters and the pompano of Farbacher’s
on Royal street.”
He was stubborn, and for a long time
held to his purpose to go too. It was
like handling a shy horse with a hard
mouth and a straight bit, but at last he
consented to do as I had proposed.
That evening he called on Emily Per
cival and came back in high spirits. I
was in bed and asleep when he enteredthe room, but woke up when he lighted
the lamp and sat down on the edge of
the couch.
“I couldn’t help waking you, Gilman,”
he said; “I wanted to tell you Emily
loves me.”
I took his hand. “I do congratulate
you, old fellow, with all my heart. She
is a woman who would make any man
happy—a woman with a heart that wealth
has never hardened. Life is all before
you, and it will be your own fault if it
disappoints you.”
“Yes,” he said joyously: “I have no
past, but the future is mine. It is a
glorious night, and I think I should
smother if I staid cooped up here. I’ll go
down on the bluffs and take a little stroll
before turning in.”
When I awoke the next morning, with
the sun streaming into my room, I found
that Brigham had not yet come in. I
strolled down to The Avalanche office,
but he had not been there. He was not
at dinner, nor was he seen during the
day. My train was to go out at ten p. m.r
but up to the hour of its departure Brig
ham had not returned from his walk.
Then I grew alarmed and decided to wait
over a day. In the morning I called on
Miss Percival to inquire if he had been
summoned away suddenly. She had not
seen him since Sunday night, she said,
with evident disappointment. The po
lice were set to work, the town was
searched, telegrams were sent abroad—
but all to no avail. I waited a week, but
Jason Brigham had disappeared as mys
teriously as though the great and sullen
river, which swept by the city’s rampart
of hills, had swallowed him. And that
was what we sadly accepted as the expla
nation of his fate.

“See if you discover such a scar as ihe
gentleman mentions.”
It was spring again—not the spring of
the north which May ushers in with yio
lets and the return of the song birds, but
the spring which comes creeping over
the landscape of the south, the vernal
season that follows the floods of Feb
ruary rains, which clothes the brown
fields with green almost before one
knows it, and brings swiftly in its train
the summer’s promise of fertility. I was
still in New Orleans, where I had come
from Memphis, though my thoughts
were turning northward again. I had
been doing space work on The Picayune,
where Jones held a desk in the city edi
tor’s room. Some correspondence for
northern papers had fallen to me and
furnished a pretty decent sort of liveli
hood.
Since leaving Memphis not a word had
reached me of Jason Brigham. If the
river had swallowed him, as we con
jectured, then it had not given up its
dead, or else had cast its prey upon some
forsaken shore, perhaps in a treacherous
eddy on the rim of some great desolate
sandbar, or among the twisted roots
and broken tree trunks in a cove upon
some wooded stretch where human eye
would never see it. The affairs had
ceased to be a present memory to me.
I thought with pity of Brigham, and of
the lonely woman whose heart had been
well nigh broken, but then there are
bo many tragedies in a newspaper man’s
life that his nature hardens insensibly,
and he comes to pessimistically accept
the cruel reprisals of fate with a fair
share of stoicism.
From the effects left by Brigham I had
the photograph of Emily Percival. She
had told me to keep it as a memento
When I offered to return it to her. There
were few things beside that, and such as
there were were left in The Avalanche
office in the hope that he might yet re
turn to claim them.
The winter had been a gay one in the
Crescent City—the season at the French
opera had never been better, the Mardi
Gras a brilliant success, the town was
full of gay life, which renewed and re
flected the Latin graces among our Puri
tanical institutions. In the merry round
I had had my share and borne my part as
well of the brunt of the work incidental
to the daily grind of journalism. So I
found myself upon the eve of starting
north in anything but a pleasant frame
of mind, when the managing editor of
The Picayune sent for me and said:
Continued next Friday.
A Safe Investment.

Is une tvhich is guaranteed to bring yon
satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
urn of pur< hase price. On this safe plan yon
can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle
of Dr. King s New Discovery tor Consump
tion It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
case when used for any affection of Throat
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whooping
Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant and
agreeable • to taste, perfectly safe, and c&a
always be depended upon.
Trial bottles free at E. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore
1
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FASHION SUPPLEMENT

HOME DRESSMAKING.
THE BASQUE AND HOW IT SHOULD
BE CONSTRUCTED.
Wrappers and Princess Dresses—At Pres
ent Waists Are Much More Trimmed
Than Skirts—Some Hints About Tailor

Made Gowns.

HOME DRESSMAKING.
SOME SUPPLEMENTARY POINTERS
REGARDING EVENING COSTUMES.
®emi trains and Court Trains—The Mod

eling of Waist Lining-Riding Habits.
Tlie Making of Children’s Garments.

The Jacket and Covert Coat.

There are a few more words to add with
reference to evening dresses. If a train is
desired, the four side breadths and the back
Breadths are tapered down so that the back
breadths are IX yards long. A demit rain
Is IX yards, though the train can be longer
if desired. It is finished on the inside like
any nice skirt and should have a balayeuse.
A court train is made of two breadths of
material lined with silk or satin, and
plaited and fastened at the shoulders in
the back, and then tacked to the sides of
the skirt at the hips, and the rest left
loose to fall over the other skirt.
A few words more regarding the model
ing of a waist lining. If the wearer is
short waisted and stout, an “impression’’
can be taken, as is done with other waists,
but the proportion in drafting the model is
to allow in width in proportion to what
would be one inch to each seam and to
eliminate one or more inches at the waist
line, just as if a slice that wide had been
cut out all the way around and the lining
sewed up agai n.
Almost every lady, be she amateur or
professional dressmaker, may wish to
make a riding habit. Directions have al
ready been given for making the basque,
but it is almost as difficult to make the
skirt now as the waist. It is cut to fit
snugly around the hips in the same style as
the skirt model as to the front breadths,
but the back consists of a single breadth
laid in flat plaits at the back. The skirt
should be roomy over the knees and fall
jKracefully without straining. The model
skirt will allow this, and the riding skirt
should be a trifle more than walking
length and simply hemmed at the bottom.
If it is possible to have the lady skt on a
saddle to try on the skirt it will be of great
advantage, as it is easier to “hang” the
skirt so that it shall fall just right.
* The riding skirt should have a stout belt
and fastening. It should open on the left
side and button over with small silk but
tons. The pocket is placed almost in front
and hits a flap, and is cut across instead
of lengthwise. In sewing the skirt of a
habit, which should be of serge or cloth,
each seam should be carefully pressed and
finished in the neatest nanner^
A finish often adopted for the edges of
basque, front, etc., is to baste a silk braid
with the edge even with the edge and on
the right side of the goods, lying back
ward; then stitch this down, and after
ward turn the braid around to the wrong
Bide and fell it down. This is flatly pressed
and is the same as the braid on men’s
coats. Nothing could be neater.

MODEL FOR CHILD’S WAIST.

IDotted lines show how to cut away for low
neck for gimp.]
Tne maxing of children’s garments is
quite different from those of the mother’s,
and every dressmaker ought to know how.
whether they are ever called upon to prac
tice or not.
In the first place, simplicity is to be stud
ied, and the fact that they have no “form”
<aken into consideration. When new ma
terial is used, the dressmaker can cut to suit
Berself, but it is best to have the gowns,
etc., designed so as to have the different
pieces as large as possible, and have a hem
(deep enough to allow for a child’s rapid
^growth.
The present styles have full sleeves, fol
lowing those of their mothers in form, and
the waists are draped in much the same
manner.
To make a dress for a little girl, begin by
drafting the lining, which try on, as with
the others, and take the impression with
pins, but loosely; then baste the outside on,
following the same general plan as for the
mother’s gowns in the making and finishing
of the seams, but of course no bones are re
quired. The waists close in the back, and
the skirt is usually gathered and sewn on
with a piping.
The skirts of children’s dresses now are
cut in straight breadths and require very
little trimming, but considerable can be
and is frequently put on the waists.
It is not considered necessary to finish off
anti line a child’s dress with the same care
employed on fine gowns for grown people,
with the exception of their cloaks, which
require tailor finish.
If a jacket is to have pockets, the best
way for an amateur to do is to take a gentle
man’s vest and study the manner in which
they are made and sewn in. If she cannot
do this, let her cut the slit for the pocket
with the front part half an inch higher
than the back. Cut the lining for the pocket
an inch wider than the slit and cut two
pieces of the material of the jacket IX
Inches wide and an inch longer than the
elit, the nape running the long way. These
two strips should be basted to the pocket
lining and stitched on tightly, after which
hasted to the outside of the jacket in such
a manner as to insure their being turned
to bring the pocket inside, leaving these
atriQjs for facings. When the pocket is
«qwa in, stay the corners with arrowheads
and stitch the edge of the lower side. The
pocket can then have the sides sewn and
utoutly overcast.
The difference between a jacket and
covert coat is that the jacket is sewn on
the inside, the seams laid apart and pressed,
while the covert coat has the seams lapped
and double stitched. Only thick, fine
cloth will bear this without fraying. Covcoats have no front darts. Jackets
miay have thenvor noL_ Blazers. hare no

Idafts and usually are rather shorter in the
back than front, though this season they
are quite long.
The collars to covert coats are standing,
and the coat buttons are in a double line
down the front of white bone or pearl.
The collars to the jackets are according
to taste, either Medici or Stuart style, or
the plain rolling or the long rolling collar,
which may be lined with fur, and which ex
tends down the front. These collars are
very troublesome, but by getting a special
pattern they can be achieved.

The cutting of a basque is the real foun
Nation of all waists, for if one wants simply
r, full gathered waist, the fronts cut off at
the waist line, with the darts gathered in
stead of taken in, makes it just right. The
back should all be in one piece, and may
be drafted by laying the back portions of
the pattern together and Inaking the out
line as though it was not cut through. The
front gore pieces should be allowed for by
extra width under the arms, so that there
are but two seams to sew aside from the

Olive Harper.

Every Woman Should Have a Home.

Every woman ought to possess her own
home, no matter how small or how grand
it is. Still she should possess one place to
call her very own, and one which keeps
her sufficiently employed to prevent her
getting into mischief. That sounds per
haps a little harsh, but any truthful, ob
servant person will coincide with the writer
in pronouncing a boarding house a hotbed
of gossip and imaginary ailments.
Women thus situated have not enough
to do to keep them occupied. Their beds
are made in the morning, their rooms
dusted and their meals served with no
planning on their part; therefore their days
are given over to the ripping up of a gown,
a few letters to write, perhaps a dressmaker
in the house for a day or two in spring and
fall, and the remainder of their idle hours
taken up in fancy work and visits to each
others’ rooms that result in untold gossip
and imagination of bodily ailments. A
new arrival furnishes food for conversation
that lasts until the next one comes or some
one already installed does something that
the council of three or ten regards with
disapproving eyes.
Her gowns, her jewels, her visitors and
her domestic relations are touched upon
with unsparii>; harshness. They sit in
judgment on actions that they know noth
ing regarding their incentive, and con
demn or extol according to the limitation
of their own horizon, while if they were to
be believed they are at the very verge of
death, so numerous and changing are the
ailments which they have ample time to
note, though busier mortals endure or fail
to notice at all symptoms which these wo
men boarders magnify into terrifying com
plaints.—Philadelphia Times.
Bust, Upholstery and Disease.

Householders in furnishing would do
well to remember that the ordinary prac
tice of covering a floor with carpet is not
without its disadvantages, even its dan
gers. The particles which give substance
to the pure search light of a sunbeam as it
penetrates the window pane are of the
most varied character. Harmless as are
very many of them, there are also many
more possessed of true morbific energy and
capable of almost unlimited multiplica
tion. Any one can see, therefore, how, when
sheltered in dusty woolen hangings, chair
upholstery and carpets, they render these
articles veritable harbors of disease. The
less we have of such the better, especially
in bedrooms.
Some practical deductions naturally sug
gest themselves. As io curtains and car
pets, it is but rational that they should as
a rule consist of the smoother and harder
fabrics which will bear thorough and fre
quent brushing. If thicker floor cloths and
fugs be used they should be in such size and
arrangement that they can be readily taken
Up and beaten. It is but part of the same
argument to say that as much of the floor
as possible should be either varnished or
laid with oilcloth, so as to allow of fre
quent cleansing. Cane and leather, for a
like reason, are incomparably superior to
the richest upholstery when we come to
speak of general furniture.
Some perhaps may imagine that in mak
ing these observations we treat this mat
ter too much as a hobby. Only one cir
cumstance, however, is required in order
to convince any such of their real and
practical significance, and that is the ac
tual presence of infectious disease. When
this appears all forms of cumbrous com
fort in the apartment must give place not
merelv to a freer and simpler arrange
ment, but even to bare, sunlit and airy
desolation.—Lancet.
The Truth About Old Maids.

There never was a greater mistake than
the prevailing notion that because a wom
an passes the first flush of youth without
joining hands at the altar with some lord
of creation she must be inevitably an unde
sirable creature that from henceforth will
be called an old maid and made the sub
ject of silly jest and thoughtless ridicule.
As a woman talking to women, and men
as well, we give as our candid opinion a
rather pronounced statement, but one
nevertheless that we implicitly believe in—
namely, that no woman lives to the age of
thirty-five without at least having one offer
of marriage: therefore the silly notion that
is coupled with the term “old maid” is en
tirely wrong. •
A woman has her own reason for remain
ing single. It isn’t because no man wants
her, but rather because she does not per
haps choose to ally herself with such ones
as have done her the honor to ask her, or
may be there has been in her life some
great disappointment, or a finding out be
fore it is too late how much better it is to
be even called an old maid than an unhappy
wife.
Charming, attractive women, many there
are who are still classed among the sour
visaged, vinegary, elderly maidens, whom
we are accustomed to seeing on the comic
valentines, yet who perhaps, instead of
mourning over their fate because they are
not matrons rather than maids, could un
fold many a heart story of love and ro
mance to the gushing youngsters who, just
starting out in life, think that to be an old
maid is to be on the human bargain coun
ter waiting for any chance purchaser.—
Philadelphia Times.

MODEL 8KIRT.

Shoulders. Loose wrappers have the waist
cut in the same way, with the skirt cut on,
but in measuring for a loose wrapper an
allowance of six inches longer than it ap
parently requires should be made at the
bottom, and this afterward can be pinned
up to come just right, as skirts of wrap
pers Bomehow “take up” unexpectedly.
The side seams must be gored, and a fan of
one breadth of the material should be set
in with the back seam.
Princess dresses are simply basques with
skirts, and by.drafting the basque, follow
Ing the indication of the lines, always allow
ing any slant to fall backward, a perfect
fitting princess will be the result. In a
princess the skirt should be long also, and
only hemmed or trimmed when the whole
is sewn, so that it may not take up and be
too short. Riding basques are made on the
game lines, with the sole difference of rigid
plainness in trimming, and postilion
backs, which are formed by allowing the
back forms to extend longer and the fronts
cut shorter than ordinary basques. The
little postilions at the back are faced all
the way up with the material, and two
silk buttons are put at the waist line like
those on men’s coats. Jackets are cut on
the same general lines as the basque, only
half an inch larger on every seam, and a3
milch longer as is desired. Pockets can be
added or not, and any preferred style of
trimming put on. One dart only—the
back one—is ever added to jackets. Bone
is necessary if one prefers it straight.
Blazers are cut in the same general style,
but without darts and rather narrower
across the chest. The length and yvidth
depend upon individual taste. . Plain
leg o’ mutton sleeves. Rows of stitching
form the most suitable finish to both blaz
ers and jackets. Blouses are cut just like
the plain gathered waist, but from the
under arm sleeve. llpe._they should, measure
to gutuer cnem so tnat they can ran over,
meeting the skirt.
In finishing off a riding habit basque it is
customary to have the lining of stout linen,
with the seams pressed flat and boned as
Usual, but it is not necessary to finish the
teams off so neatly, as a lining of quilted
satin is sewn in and neatly felled over all
the seams.
Tailor made gowns depend for theii
beauty upon the exactness of every line
and every stitch. Every seam must be
pressed flat before another is sewn, and
then when the whole is finished a final
pressing should be given it. Not a wrinkle
should form upon the waist. Whereve"
the seams finish like in a postilion basque,
an arrowhead of silk is worked, as also at
the corners of pockets. Skirts for tailor
gowns are just now cut sheath fashion,
with all the fullness in a fan plaiting at
the back and with several rows of stitch
ing around the hem of the skirt. They
are frequently made without lining, par
ticularly when of serge or cloth, and
faced at the bottom. The facing is made
of wigan, overlaid with linen, and this
again covered with alpaca, all stitched to
gether and faced on like any facing, leav
ing the edge of the dress next the ground.
A narrow braid is put on flat under this,
but it does not show from the outside. But
with the return of cooler weather linings
or foundations will be used, and they can
be cut and sewn up with the skirt seams,
or separate, as before, in which case the
facings and braid go on the lining, and the
skirt is hemmed. If stitching is to take a
prominent part, a doubled piece of flannel
should be laid under the place, and where
the goods are stitched the seams show very
prettily.
No person can do good work without
tools, and the home dressmaker ought to
have one of those little frames to hang
skirts on for the purpose of draping them.
The foundation skirt4 is thrown over it,
and the dressmaker wants to fashion a
“wrinkled front.” This, simple as it ap
pears, is really the hardest thing to do.
The only way to get it right is to
take the piece of goods and bring one end
up from the floor, where the rest lies, and
pin it with the fold to the center of the
front at the waist. Then bring the two sel
vage edges up to the hip yraist line
and let the wrinkles fall naturally, stick
ing pins in to hold them until ready to sew
them. About three deep plaits 011 each
hip will form, falling forward. The bottom then can be tacked along a basting
following the line of the skirt. The top
should then be trimmed away, all the while
keeping the pins in the plaits, and then
these should be basted and finally sewn
down neatly with buttonhole looping.
The waist varies from twenty-two to
thirty-two inches, and the top should
the refore be graded so that all the six
pieces will make the required number of
inches, allowing the back breadth only
two inches, as it should always be brought
into that compass by plaits or gathers.
If the wearer is a very stout woman or
has a high stomach, the top of the front
breadth should be hollowed out one inch
to one and a half to throw the fullness for
ward, and the bottom should be as much
longer in the center. If a slender figure, it
can be left straight. If for a sheath skirt,
the seams at the top must be fitted to the
figure, but skirts on this plan have had
their best day, and draperies are coming in.
Ouve Harper.

For Best Dresses.

It is often difficult in small rooms to
find accommodation for evening and best
dresses. An ingenious contrivance was
shown me recently, and I am sure many
women will be glad to hear of it. It con
sisted of a wooden box on castors, fitting
underneath the b&d, long enough to take
evening dresses folded almost at full length.
It was not quite as wide as the bed, and it
could be drawn out very easily by means
of a handle at each side.—Decorator and
Furnisher.^...
_ .

Mrs. Leland Stanford, wife of the Cali
fornia senator, is said to be liberal in her
contributions to churches, irrespective of
denomination.
A widow never wears a white wedding
gown at her second marriage. It may be
dove gray or any pale shpde, but never
white.
________
In Bohemia there are 160 societies and
clubs which have for their object the ad
vancement of the cause of women.

The Dress of English Women.

Class distinctions are more decidedly
drawn in England than elsewhere in Eu
rope, but the women all dress so near alike
that there is no way to tell to what class a
woman belongs except by that uncertain
standard of smartness or shabbiness of at
tire. When her grace the duchess has fin
ished with her gown it is sold to a dealer
and reappears soon again upon the back of
some one lower in the social scale. There
is one exception to the rule that all women
in England dress alike.
There are two classes which an observant
person soon learns to distinguish without
chance of failure. These are the west end
shop girls and the barmaids in the hotels,
restaurants and railway stations. I don’t
know that it is true, but I suspect that
personal appearance has a good deal to do
with securing such positions, for it is very
rare to see one of these young women who
is not well to look upon. And they are the
best dressed women in London. They do
not have the most expensive clothes, but
they seem to hold together better and the
tout ensemble is more harmonious. And
what is more their boots and gloves ai’e
trim and in order; but, alas, the inevitable
hat! Even the shop girls and barmaids
have not escaped that.
The shoulders of English women are, I
think, naturally broad, certainly broader
on the average than the shoulders of Amer
ican women. The habit of tight lacing
accentuates this and makes them seem
still broader. This peculiarity is more ex
aggerated in the shop girls and barmaids
than in the other classes, for those comely
young women lace till their waists are
literally wasplike.—Godey’s.
Women Who “Manage.”

The world of the managing person is di
vided into those who allow themselves to
be managed and those who object. Gener
ally the managing person is a women.
Women are the born managers of this
world. The woman who has this “execu
tive ability” soon masters the affairs of
het own particular household, and then
she looks abroad for fresh worlds to con
quer. She devotes herself to the business
with energy. To those of her neighbors
and friends who will allow themselves to
be managed she is untiringly attentive.
She studies each case with ardor and per
sistency, arranging circumstances publicly
and privately, and giving advice by whole
sale and retail.
The woman with a talent for manage
ment is quite a boon to those weak crea
tures who cannot Bettie their own affairs,
and who are willing to take counsel and
help from any outside parties willing to
give it. It saves them troublesome and
fatiguing thought. They are content to
do the proper thing without controversy,
and are thankful for the instruction.
But the people who object to be managed
are a constant thorn in the side of the busy
manager. She marvels that a mysterious
and shortsighted providence should have
so blinded them to their own interests.
Their obstinacy and opposition to their
own best good are maddening and unac
countable. There is something wrong.
The world should have been divided only
into the managersand the managed. Prov
idence has made some mistake.—Boston
Times.
Lavender in Place of Camphor.

Lavender, loosely strewn in drawers and
presses, is an excellent preventive of
moths. Foi( fans, feathers and other
small belongings that need protection the
aromatic flowers are especially useful,
since they lend a fragrance as well as Keep
off the destroyer. Many women find the
lingering odor of camphor or mothaline so
sickening that they prefer to run the risk
of moths rather than use either. Such
will welcome the new value of lavender
—New Yoik Times.
The Country Wife In England.

A sad feature of country life is the lack
of beauty in the women. Once the heyday
of youth is passed and the haven of mar
riage is reached the woman of the people
seems to lose all sense of vanity. Her fig
ure grows bowed and clumsy, her face
careworn and weary; one by one her teeth
drop out and are not replaced, her hair be
comes thin and often unkempt. She is the
wife, the mother, the cook, the drudge—no
longer the woman.—Lady Grevillo in Lon
don Graphic.
Children and Their Teeth.

All diseases which profoundly affect the
nutrition influence the development of the
teeth, and since the growth of the teeth is
mainly limited to fhe age of childhood
their condition is especially influenced by
children’s diseases.
Faulty nutrition or severe wasting ill
nesses show themselves nowhere more
prominently than in the development of
the bones and teeth, and, on the other
hand, good teeth in children play a very
important part in producing a healthful
and robust manhood or womanhood. De
caying and loosened teeth directly favor
imperfect mastication and consequent in
digestion.
• .
Indigestion favors poor nutrition. It
causes the secretions of the mouth to be
come acid in reaction—a perversion of the
normal reaction of the saliva, which at
tacks the teeth and favors their rapid de
cay.—Youth’s Companion.
Cleaning Diamonds and Silver.

Diamonds can be cleaned at home to
look as well as when done by a jeweler if
only a little trouble is taken. They should
be thoroughly cleaned in alcohol and then
dried in boxwood sawdust. Pine sawdust
is too oily for this purpose. Silver filigree
may be brightened by washing it in am
monia and water, using a fine brush and
castile soap and drying in the same man
ner as diamonds. Incase it is very much
darkened and the stainq refuse to disap
pear with ordinary treatment hyposulphite
of soda majr succeed. Hyposulphite of
so^la should be purchased of a trustworthy
druggist and used only according to his
advice.—Philadelphia Press.
Th© Rights of Women.

Women being the mothers and nurses of
human races have always been in servitude
to men, owing to their love of children.
Mothers prefer to suffer and die, if need
be, rather than let harm come to their off
spring.
This is a divine condition all through
higher animal life—the admiration of the
world.
The natural place for woman is in the
home, made happy by just industrial con
ditions and love.
It is right that women should have per
fect freedom in the choice of occupations.—
Dr. Henry S. Chase in Chicago Woman’s
News.
________ _
In 1580 black masks were worn in public
by ladies of all ranks. The mask was held
tn place by ribbons passed behind the ears,
or by a glass button held between the
teeth.
A lady in Perth Amboy, N. J., now
nearly eighty years old, has a dainty watch,
set with pearls, that Joseph Bonaparte
gave her mother.
----------- *

